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ABSTRACT 
 
 American college and university chaplaincy has historically reflected the spiritual 
demographic of college students in each progressing generation. This project explores the 
history of American college chaplaincy, the current spiritual demographic of millennial 
emerging adults, and proposes that college chaplains embrace the arts to creatively meet 
the needs of the diverse religious and nonreligious students populating today’s college 
campuses. Grounded in research which reveals that emerging adults widely affirm 
participation in the arts as spiritual practice, the project proposes three aspects of emerging 
adult spirituality as starting points for situating the arts as central to chaplaincy.  By 
recognizing the spectra between process and product, the secular and sacred, and word-
based and experiential learning, college chaplains will be effective in engaging the spiritual 
needs of millennials with meaning and purpose.   
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 vii
Glossary 
 
The following terminology is helpful in understanding the specificity of this vocation 
and the scope of this project:  
 
University/College Chaplain: I will use exclusively the phrases Chaplain or Dean of 
Religious and Spiritual Life throughout this paper. A University Chaplain is a figure 
employed by the institution of Higher Education and thus finds her or himself called to 
represent and advocate for the many diverse spiritual and religious spectrums on the 
college campus. Also, the university chaplain uniquely inhabits a space of vocational 
contradiction: living into a sacred, ministerial job amongst an often secular institution.  
Note the lack of the term Campus Minister. This is very intentionally done. 
Campus Minister is a title generally given to a minister who is paid and employed by a 
specific denomination to represent a particular faith on a college campus.1 As an outside 
employee with a negotiable relationship to the institution they do not necessarily have to 
adhere to all university structures and policies. These differences are important to note. 
Due to the interfaith nature of modern chaplaincy and its unique location within the 
institution, I will exclusively focus this study toward the specific vocation of college and 
university Chaplaincy.2  
                                                      
1 Katherine Smanik, “National Report on College Chaplains,” (paper presented at the National 
Conference for the National Association of College and University Chaplains, Daytona Beach, FL, 
February 4-6, 2017). 
2 Also of note: Chaplain, Director of Spiritual Life, and Dean of Spiritual and Religious Life are all 
relatively equivalent titles for this type of role in terms of job description. I will elaborate briefly on the 
reasoning behind these different position labels in chapter 1.  
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The Arts: While this term is far too vague for complete definition, I find it is the most 
relatable word for both Aesthetic Experience and Art-Making, both of which I will focus 
on throughout this project. As opposed to looking at specific types of art (i.e.: painting, 
poetry, dance, etc.) I have chosen to analyze the use of two arts practices. Aesthetic 
experience describes the practice of engaging relationally with a piece of art, whether that 
be listening to a piece of music or viewing a painting, etc.; it is the act of receiving and 
intermingling with a piece of already created art.3 Art-making describes the productive 
aspect of art, which could be actively painting, writing in a journal, singing a hymn, etc.; 
this practice has an active creative modality which often lends itself to artistic expression.  
 
Young Adults: While many age ranges have been adopted under the heading of ‘young 
adult’, I am specifically looking at the average ages of undergraduate college students. 
Within the space of this project, the term ‘young adult’ refers to persons between the ages 
of 18-24. 
 
Millennial: In the current context of college chaplaincy, the undergraduate student 
population is made up of what has colloquially been deemed the ‘millennial generation’; 
the cohort people born near the turn of the millennia. This moniker is given to young 
adults born after the technological renaissance who have grown up in a world of 
                                                      
3 Katherine M. Douglass, “Aesthetic Learning Theory and the Faith Formation of Young Adults,” 
Religious Education 108, no. 5 (2013): 452. 
 ix
advanced technology and find comfort and ease in that sphere. Additionally, millennials 
have been found to be particularly civic-minded, interconnected to different parts of the 
globe, increasingly pluralistic, and research suggests that millennials are less traditionally 
religious and more openly spiritual.4  
 
Emerging Adults: Jeffrey Arnett suggests this terminology for this particular age group 
as there have been some major “macro-social changes” in the journey to adulthood.5 
Americans between the ages 18-24 have a more delayed process in securing financial 
independence from one’s family, marrying or settling into a sustainable relationship, 
finding a career related job, and finishing schooling; these societal factors have led 
scholars to create a new nomenclature for the life stage between adolescent dependence 
and full adulthood.6 Emerging Adults make up most of the undergraduate student body in 
America and hold these distinctions of being slightly dependent while also cultivating 
new sources of independence and identity.
                                                      
4 “PEW Forum: The Generations Defined,” PEW Research Center, last modified March 5, 2014, 
accessed December 13, 2016, http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2014/03/07/millennials-in-adulthood/sdt-
next-america-03-07-2014-0-06/. 
5 Christian Smith and Patricia Snell, Souls in Transition: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of 
Emerging Adults (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 5. 
6 Smith and Snell, Souls in Transition, 5-8.  
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Introduction 
 
“It takes devotion to create and reverence to enjoy beauty” –Fritz Eichenberg 
 
 
I was never supposed to be a college chaplain. I went to college to become an 
elementary school art teacher, but when I quickly found myself taking more religion and 
philosophy courses than art courses I slowly realized I needed to embrace those 
vocational urgings to study the Sacred. Even when I entered seminary I was determined 
to become a Hindu-Christian comparative theology professor and took extensive 
languages and research based coursework to prepare for a Ph.D. I fell into the work of 
college chaplaincy like people fall in love, accidentally and ferociously. Passionate about 
interfaith work, I applied for a field education placement doing multifaith and ecumenical 
programming for undergraduate students at Princeton University. When the time came to 
finish those PhD applications, I found myself in tears at the thought of leaving this 
relational ministerial work I loved so much. This began the long journey of living into a 
vocation that both challenges me and fills me with joy.  
 I offer this story because it is both distinctly my own and also remarkably 
common. Most of the college and university chaplaincy colleagues I have met also came 
into this work unintentionally; most were parish pastors or on an academic track like 
myself before coming into this unique vocation.  Very few young children tell their 
parents: “I want to grow up to become a college chaplain”.  In fact, very few college 
students or seminarians even know that this is a ministerial route they can take. This is 
largely due to the fact that there is little specific training for this distinctive ministerial 
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work at most seminaries. When I entered the field of chaplaincy, no books had been 
written for college chaplains in forty years, many of the national chaplaincy conferences 
had been on hiatus, and seminaries did not offer interfaith/secular college chaplaincy 
specific courses.7 Passionate, but adrift in this nebulous work from the onset, I asked all 
the college chaplains I knew for guidance. A colleague shared aptly, “This is uncharted 
territory, Britt, fake it until you make it”.  I did just that, and as new professional 
friendships blossomed I learned I wasn’t the only one faking it until I made it.  
 More recently deemed ‘interfaith cruise directors’ by NPR correspondent Melissa 
Block, college chaplains have struggled to navigate increasingly multifaith waters and 
thirst for a unifying model to lend structure and support in this new landscape.8 Janet 
Cooper-Nelson, long time chaplain at Brown University writes, "the chaplain's work now 
occurs in a myriad of languages of belief and culture, often well beyond those of the 
chaplain's formation. Skill and trust are required; neither the faint-hearted nor the easily 
daunted is likely to be an effective guide."9  I began to search for anchors and guides in 
order to navigate this complex, uncharted territory. Through conversations, new 
colleagues, and attending conferences, I found that many chaplains, if not most, were 
using some form of art to engage students from across diverse faith and non-faith lines. In 
                                                      
7 “1990’s History,” National Association of College and University Chaplains Archive Page, accessed 
February 16, 2017, http://nacuc.net/1990s.  
8 Melissa Block, “Interfaith Chaplains Revitalize an Old Role On College Campuses,” NPR: All 
Things Considered, last modified October 16, 2014, accessed January 6, 2017, 
http://www.npr.org/2014/10/16/356728066/interfaith-chaplains-revitalize-an-old-role-on-college-
campuses. 
9 Janet Cooper Nelson, “Foreword,” in College and University Chaplaincy in the 21st Century: A 
Multifaith Look at the Practice of Ministry on Campuses across America, ed. Lucy A. Forster-Smith 
(Woodstock, VT: Skylight Paths, 2013), x. 
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this creative, artistic form of chaplaincy, college chaplains were able to create interfaith 
dialogue, sustain meaningful pastoral relationships, and introduce students to new 
spiritual experiences.  
The complexities of the current landscape of American college chaplaincy reflects 
larger national movements in the spiritual lives of emerging adults. Recent research has 
begun to shed light on the current spiritual climate of the millennial generation of 
emerging adults, illuminating that the arts are a pivotal source of life and spiritual 
renewal for many students who fill American college campuses. The literature connecting 
the spiritual use of the arts and college chaplaincy is incredibly sparse; however, as 
suggested above, there is a growing body of data that reveals the transformative use of 
the arts in the lives of young adults, which correlates to the demographic makeup of 
American college campuses.  This data, coupled with theological reflection and examples 
from the field, makes a strong case for college chaplains to seriously consider the arts as 
spiritual companion in this vocational work.  
I hope to analyze this movement through my research and experience in this 
project. In real time, university chaplains are beginning to experiment with the arts as a 
spiritual resource for their diverse and ever-changing campuses. Sharon Kugler, Dean of 
Religious and Spiritual life at Yale University, hosts weekly ‘Coloring with the Chaplain’ 
programs and calls her ministry one of ‘presence’ and ‘creative loitering’.10 Other 
chaplaincies are creating ‘Art and Soul’ nights, knitting clubs, journaling groups, and 
                                                      
10 Sharon Kugler, “My Dreamsicle Job: Good Humor and Becoming a Chaplain,” in College and 
University Chaplaincy in the 21st Century: A Multifaith Look at the Practice of Ministry on Campuses 
across America, ed. Lucy A. Forster-Smith (Woodstock, VT: Skylight Paths, 2013), 14. 
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liturgical dance classes. The University of Chicago has an entire webpage titled “The 
Office of Spiritual Life and the Arts”.11 Scholars are suggesting that the practice of the 
arts in spiritual development is inherently transformational. Katherine Douglass posits, 
“Participation in the arts is a form of practical reason and as such has the potential to 
form and transform the faith of individuals.”12  The literature reveals that creative 
spiritual practices not only contain theological depth but are also ripe for the college 
chaplain’s picking. Inspiring college chaplains to further the spiritual transformation of 
their students through art-making and aesthetic experience is my deepest motivation in 
endeavoring this research.  
Through engagements with the arts, chaplains can create opportunities for depth 
and exploration of the relationship between the student and the Sacred.  Furthermore, the 
spiritual use of the arts allows for each individual to personally interact with the Sacred 
while participating in a diverse community; this allows the arts to be a conduit for both 
personal practice and interfaith dialogue and engagement. I will describe the historical 
and current context of college chaplaincy, analyze current data on the spirituality of 
emerging adults, explore the increasing field of study in young adult spirituality and the 
arts, highlight the ways the arts are being lived out in the current college chaplaincy field, 
and probe the three theological contours that drive this movement forward. My 
contention is that the arts is not a supplementary dimension of chaplaincy work but an 
                                                      
11 “UChicago: Spiritual Life and the Arts,” University of Chicago Religious and Spiritual Life, 
accessed February 22, 2016, http://spirit.uchicago.edu/events/arts. 
12 Douglass, “Aesthetic Learning Theory and the Faith Formation of Young Adults,” 449. 
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essential and driving component for a new model of chaplaincy.  
  By furthering this research and connecting it more specifically to the vocation of 
college chaplaincy, my hope is that this project might contribute further to the body of 
literature around millennial spirituality, and more specifically college students’ spiritual 
growth through the arts. As I explore the theological depth revealed by emerging adults 
as they practice art-making and aesthetic experiences, I hope to advocate for a wider 
embrace of the arts in college and university chaplaincy.  
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Chapter 1   
 
A Portrait: A Brief History of College Chaplaincy 
 
 College chaplaincy was created to feed the spiritual hunger of college students. 
Throughout its history in the United States of America, college chaplaincy has changed 
form and structure in accordance with the dominant religious tenants of each generation. 
The Protestant norm held court for the longest period of time in college chaplaincy, but it 
is worth analyzing the historical shifts of this vocation as well as the current movement 
towards spiritual art practice that is now nourishing the diversely religious and 
increasingly secular spiritually hungry on college campuses.  
In the beginning both academics and religion were equally welcome on college 
campuses. Many of the earliest colleges and universities in colonial America were 
originally established to be schools for the study of theology and for intensive ministerial 
training for clergy. For example, Princeton University-one of the United States’ oldest 
liberal arts colleges was originally founded as a seminary. From their earliest inceptions, 
American colleges have been conceived of as places for both academic study and 
spiritual exploration. In some of their earliest vocational iterations college chaplains were 
also the college President-a leader who could speak to both the academic and spiritual 
climate of campus. This model existed quite harmoniously for several years.13 As 
                                                      
13 Cooper Nelson, “Foreword,” xii. 
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institutions sought excellence in both academic life and religious life it made sense for 
the university’s leader to be well-versed in both realms.  
 In the early 19th century, this dynamic began to shift for most American colleges.  
Largely due to the influence and success of the German wissenschaft educational model-
which emphasized academically competitive research-based education that adhered to 
secularism and philosophy, not theology- pure academics began to supersede the spiritual 
practices and endeavors of students and a rift in the religio-academic collegial structure 
ensued.14 Rhonda and Douglas Jacobsen, researchers in religion and higher education, 
write of the wissenschaft divide and the creation of seminaries, “By the early nineteenth 
century, the religious education of ministers was being transferred to educational 
institutions called seminaries or divinity schools, and the function of colleges was 
broadening to include training for leaders of society as a whole.”15 The history of 
Princeton University exemplifies this transition. In 1812, Princeton faculty disagreed on 
the content of scientific curriculum entering into their academic repertoire and its effects 
on theological education. The disagreement led to the separation and creation of two 
distinct entities: Princeton Theological Seminary and Princeton University.16 While 
colleges grew in student populations they also diversified their student’s vocational 
interest; not all of these students had the desire to enter ministry and thus more diverse 
                                                      
14 Rhonda Jacobsen and Douglas Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible: Religion in University Education 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 22-23. 
15 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible, 17.  
16 “History of Princeton Theological Seminary,” Princeton Theological Seminary Webpage, accessed 
February 20, 2017, http://www.ptsem.edu/about/history. 
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curriculum was developed and offered. In many ways wissenschaft style learning was 
able to thrive due to the simple matter of academic supply and demand. But like 
Princeton, many universities and colleges undertook significant identity shifts when it 
came to religious and spiritual heritage and practice within an academic institution.  
 This separation significantly affected the role of the college president/chaplain, 
often dividing into two separate job descriptions: the academic leadership of the college 
(president) and the ministerial and moral presence (chaplain). The way religion was 
practiced on campus and expressed from the administration evolved, it was less public 
and authoritative and became a more private, pious practice. In their book No Longer 
Invisible: Religion in University Education Rhonda and Douglas Jacobsen write that 
throughout the 19th century religion became increasingly privatized.17 While many have 
observed this shift and interpreted it as a distinct repugnance from the academy towards 
religion, the Jacobsens emphasize that it was a privatization, not a separation; and that in 
fact, by allowing and encouraging more individualized practice of religions on campus 
more interreligious and diverse faith groups were then able to attend the country’s 
premier colleges.18 Within this new framework, students and faculty were encouraged to 
practice religion quietly and traveled off campus for daily or weekly worship in the local 
synagogues and churches nearby. The privatization of religion has largely contributed to 
the diversity on our college campuses today and has progressed the practice of pluralism 
in the United States. However, during this time the vocation of college specific 
                                                      
17 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible, 20.  
18 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible, 21.  
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chaplaincy dwindled, and by the end of the 19th century there were only a handful of 
college chaplains left.   
 At the turn of the 20th century, college chaplaincy began to see a distinctive shift 
in demand which led to an increase of college chaplaincy employment positions. 
Seymour Smith, Yale Chaplain and professor from the 1920’s-60’s, posits that this 
adjustment is markedly an outcome of WWI. Following the war, there was a desire for 
increased moral and religious presence, particularly among academic and administrative 
settings. Smith writes in his 1951 book, The American College Chaplaincy,  
The pattern of growth revealed is indeed an interesting one. Before the turn of the 
century there were few more than a dozen chaplaincies in American colleges; 
only six chaplains were appointed during the next ten years. In the decade 
following WWI a slowly growing interest was evident as twenty new 
appointments were made. It was during this period that Chicago, Princeton, and 
Syracuse received funds for erecting impressive chapel buildings and selected 
ministers for leading the programs of the chapel.19  
 
This growth, both in vocation and physical construction, sustained into the following 
decades, Smith observes. Surprisingly, even amidst the years of the Great Depression 
[1930-1939], 29 new college chaplain positions were created.20  Following WWII, the GI 
Bill created a massive influx of new students on college campuses, which subsequently 
created more demand for religious and spiritual leadership and programming on campus. 
Almost 30 chaplaincy positions were created in 1946 alone, and another 20 in 1947.21  It 
was during this time that religion became more firmly re-integrated onto the college 
                                                      
19 Seymour A. Smith, The American College Chaplaincy (New York: Association Press, 1951), 13.  
20 Smith, The American College Chaplaincy, 13.  
21 Smith, The American College Chaplaincy, 13-14.  
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campus; the chaplains held the role of moral advisor and coordinated daily or weekly, 
often mandatory, worship services. This contributed to the rhythm of everyday campus 
life in a concrete way.  
As Smith noted, construction of new sacred spaces on college campuses began to 
thrive in the early to mid 20th century. These chapels were often expensively funded by 
generous donors or college presidents and given ornate architectural designs in the 
American Gothic style. There was often an intentional attempt to reclaim the influence of 
religion in these academic institutions with these grand sacred spaces; these chapels were 
set up to be center places of thought and devotion on campus. Daniel Marsh, president of 
Boston University between 1926-1951, wrote of the creation of the Boston University 
Chapel [now Marsh Chapel] in 1950, “Before a stroke of work was done on this campus, 
we had a master plan for its total development, and that master plan not only included a 
chapel, but placed it at the center of the campus. We always regarded a Chapel not as a 
luxury but as a necessity. We have conceived of it as the focal point of the campus.”22 
Marsh’s hope was that the chapel would re-orient the students towards the spiritual 
dimensions of learning once again and would lead to increased moralism and ethical 
behavior. Once the structures were completed, most colleges required daily or weekly 
chapel attendance.  
With the need for college chaplains quickly on the rise in the mid 20th century, 
where did colleges find and recruit all of these new chaplains? The majority of the new 
                                                      
22 Daniel Marsh, The Charm of the Chapel (Boston: Boston University Press, 1950), 8. 
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cohort of chaplains were Protestant parish ministers hired to preach and lead worship in 
the chapel hour; and thus established models of religious leadership that were similar to 
the parish congregational systems they were familiar with. Early on it became evident 
that there were challenges in working with college student populations that were 
distinctly different from the challenges of parish ministry. The educational structure had 
not adequately prepared most of these chaplains for this specific vocation; there was not 
college-chaplaincy centered seminary training at the time, and in most places this is the 
case still today. In 1951, Seymour Smith notes this concern,  
A closer look at the graduate training of chaplains reveal that, despite their 
extensive [congregational] training, serious discrepancies exist between the work 
they are being called upon to do and the academic preparation they have 
had….most chaplains were deliberately preparing for some other phase of the 
Christian ministry than that of college chaplaincy.23  
 
In this perplexing vocational moment, increased colleagueship became the solution for 
continued learning and re-learning of what it meant to be a college chaplain. Having been 
deemed for decades “professional orphans” the first college chaplaincy conference and 
consortium, the National Association of College and University Chaplains [NACUC], 
was founded at Yale University in 1948.24  In these conference settings chaplains were 
able to share wisdom and practices and began to find a more distinctive footing on 
college campuses. Still during this time, the primary role of the chaplain was to plan 
ecumenical Christian worship and to be the occasional moral compass for the 
administration. This model consistently thrived during this time of immense growth and 
                                                      
23 Smith, The American College Chaplaincy, 130-1.  
24 Smith, The American College Chaplaincy, 149. 
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construction in college chaplaincy.  
A few decades later, as colleges became more academically inclined and were 
competing to recruit the top students in the country, schools began to distance themselves 
once again from their religious roots. Instead, universities began embracing a non-
sectarian movement that allowed for a more diverse student body who embraced different 
spiritual practices. In the 1950’s through the 1970’s, chapel requirements stymied and 
then were removed altogether. Bates College, founded by Free Will Baptists and 
abolitionists, once required daily chapel services and a weekly ‘proof of worship’ from 
one of the churches in town as well. In the 1960s chapel was lessened to 3 days a week, 
and in the late 1970s chapel became completely optional. This trend was common across 
college campuses nationwide. The chaplains work became less worship focused during 
this time.  
 This was a time of revolutionary change for the role of college chaplaincy. Instead 
of organizing typical congregational worship services, ministers who filled the role of 
chaplain felt particularly called to work with the passionate personas of college students 
and to motivate action through vibrant preaching and activism. A wave of ‘ethicists 
chaplains’, such as Howard Thurman, George Buttrick, William Sloane Coffin, and Peter 
Gomes began to gain traction during this time period. Janet Cooper-Nelson, chaplain at 
Brown University, writes of this transition,  
No longer presidents of these institutions but serving as their chaplains, these 
religious leaders were charged to insure that their institutions and those who 
studied within them took up work of worth and significance…They decried the 
unrighteousness of discrimination, racism, imperialism, privilege, and exclusivity 
that was found within the academy and the nation….Essential catalysts for 
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integral change, these towering prophets spoke in pulpits from within the 
academy.25  
 
These prophetic chaplains began to illuminate what has come to be understood as ‘the 
moral compass’ model of chaplaincy-a role in which the chaplain is also the barometer 
for ethics and integrity on campus. They live both inside and outside of the college 
administration and assume a call to critique as well as to promote the university’s core 
principles and actions. The importance of this turn in college chaplaincy modality cannot 
be understated-these visionary men (for nearly all of them were men), transformed the 
capacity for what a college chaplain was capable of, how closely they could relate to 
students, how worship could be creative and relevant and in congruence with the popular 
and political world.  
 Following their leadership, in the 1980’s and 90’s a wave of newly ordained 
feminist and postmodern chaplains joined in the work, offering a passionate, though often 
gentler forms of activism.  More denominations began to ordain women, and with it a 
creative companionship model of chaplaincy developed, giving emphasis to postmodern 
and feminist interpretations to scripture and spiritual practice. Cooper-Nelson observes 
this era of chaplaincy,  
Their joyful advent was accompanied by a pruning away of archaic patriarchy and 
hegemony to create space for the newly arrived, exposing societalisms for which 
the campus still lacked immunity. The vast new work of embracing the previously 
marginalized embodied much of the prophetic dream of the earlier generation, but 
religion's voice in the work grew quiet.26  
 
                                                      
25 Cooper Nelson, “Foreword,” xi. 
26 Cooper Nelson, “Foreword,” xii. 
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As diversity on campuses increased ‘horizontally’, the chaplain assumed the role of 
advocate and activist on campus. As Cooper-Nelson points out, while this is deeply 
spiritual work, the prominence of religion(s) was laid at the wayside in the chaplaincy 
practices of the late 20th century.   
 While the specificities of religious practice seemed to wane, the need for 
interfaith conversations and programs began to take hold. Eboo Patel, in his book Sacred 
Ground: Prejudice, Pluralism, and the Promise of America, writes of the 1980’s and 90’s 
as a time when incoming students had newly ignited desires for interfaith conversations 
and understandings.  
 [in the early 2000’s there was] published research suggesting that undergrads 
came to college seeking conversations about religion and spirituality but were 
frequently disappointed at the lack of them. Chaplains like Janet Cooper Nelson, 
Sharon Kugler, and Scotty McLennan started co-curricular programs that filled 
this gap. These multifaith councils and interfaith discussion dinners became the 
place that interested undergrads came to talk about their religious identities and 
spiritual journeys.27  
 
The campuses were not only diversifying culturally and internationally, but those 
entering college also had a thirst to engage with the religious and spiritual diversity in 
deeper and more meaningful ways. Many chaplains who were specifically trained in one 
(usually protestant) religious tradition, were uncertain on how to guide these hungry 
students through a variety of religious and spiritual experiences. Yet, as Patel named 
above, a brave-hearted few attempted to chart these newly interfaith waters.  
                                                      
27 Eboo Patel, Sacred Ground: Pluralism, Prejudice, and the Promise of America (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 2013), 119.  
 15
 The Jacobsens in their research on the resurgent voice of religion in higher 
education, also observe that in the 1990’s and into the 2000’s many campus cultures 
shifted to a student-centered model, which brought the diverse religious perspectives of 
those very students into more significant spaces of influence on campus. During this 
period many campus structures arose to meet specific student needs and desires, and thus 
religious literacy and education saw immense growth on American campuses at the turn 
of the 21st century. The Jacobsens postulate about this trend, “Paying attention to religion 
in higher education today is not at all a matter of imposing faith or morality on anyone; it 
is matter of responding intelligently to the questions of life that students find themselves 
necessarily asking as they try to make sense of themselves and the world in an era of 
ever-increasing social, intellectual, and religious complexity.”28  The Jacobsens research 
suggests that the increase of religion on college campuses is not top-down, but rather 
ground-up; it grows out of student desire and need. During this time, college chaplains 
became less a moral compass for the president and faculty, and more a resource for 
students of faith or no faith, exploring questions of life and seeking redefined 
relationships and God.  
 Chaplains began to need a robust education in the world’s religions in order to 
navigate the newly diverse, student-centered waters they swam in. These waters were 
simultaneously less diverse and more diverse-they held a wider array of devout students 
from a variety of traditions and a large contingency of students who identify as secular, 
                                                      
28 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible, 30. 
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humanist, agnostic, pluralist, or atheist. This radical change in the chaplain’s identity 
from a standard protestant form of chaplaincy to assuming a jack-of-all-faiths role 
happened in a relatively short amount of time. Ian Oliver, Senior Associate Chaplain for 
Protestant Life and Pastor of University Church at Yale University, writes of this sudden 
shift in campus culture, 
Like many other American liberal arts institutions, Yale has seen remarkable shift 
in religious identity over the last fifty years, from the historical default of a 
generic Protestant identity...to a full-scale revolt against and rejection of the 
Protestant establishment in the 1960's; to an embracing of religious pluralism in 
the 1980's and 1990's; and now, to an interesting moment when our society has 
become largely secular, in the sense that there is no 'established' religion, but 
where religious diversity is seen as a persistent reality, if not a social asset.29  
 
Corroborating this anecdotal example with research, an Interfaith Youth Corps survey 
which drew from a sample of 20,000 entering college freshmen found that just over half 
identified with a majority worldview (catholic/protestant), and that 28% were 
nonreligious, and 20% from minority worldviews (Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist).30 These 
numbers and Oliver’s observations illustrate what many chaplains have been witnessing 
for years now-the simultaneous increase of more religious diversity and more 
nonreligious students are creating both vibrancy and vitality on college campuses, but 
this also poses new challenges for the college chaplain.  
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In my role as multifaith chaplain at Bates College this historical trend and current 
context is a lived reality. For the past several years the Bates College multifaith 
chaplaincy has distanced its relationship from its Free Will Baptist founding and identity 
and adopted new language in order to maintain a more open posture of invitation towards 
those of any religious or non-religious tradition. Consequently, this has created confusion 
about the distinct role and purpose of the chaplaincy on Bates’ campus. A unique and 
intentional model shift to become a ‘multifaith’ chaplaincy has occurred in the last two 
decades, but the shift has not been widely named or acknowledged and a large portion of 
the campus community was left befuddled. Some hold the old model: the chaplaincy 
should support worship for devoutly religious people; while others hold the new model: 
the chaplaincy fosters community connection and does not need to be religious at all. The 
confusion around the chaplaincy’s identity makes it incredibly difficult to work in 
ministry meeting the needs of students on campus. This brings my research in the life of 
this vocation to a landscape study of our current context of college chaplaincy and the 
modern complexities inherent within the title and the role.  
Recently deemed “interfaith cruise directors” chaplains have been challenged to 
adapt in imaginative ways to engage in diverse religious work that they have had very 
little to no specific training for.31  Lucy Forster-Smith elaborates on this point in her 
memoir by reflecting on a time when a student, curious about pursuing college 
chaplaincy as a vocation, asked Lucy if there were any books he might read to prepare 
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and discern for this career field. Forster-Smith reflects, 
I would have normally handed him a list of books but his question confirmed 
what I already knew. There are few books written for those who want to be a 
chaplain for higher education. When I was in seminary, more than twenty-five 
years before, a professor handed me a copy of Princeton University chaplain 
Ernest Gordon's book, Meet Me at the Door. Since then, there have been books on 
parish ministry galore alongside how-to books on campus ministry. But I realized 
there were few resources from contemporary chaplains about who we are and how 
we think about the work we do.32  
 
Since the time of Lucy’s writing there have been two books written by and for college 
and university chaplains; one a collection of reflective essays and one a memoir. These 
texts have graciously begun to paint a landscape of our current work and the many layers 
of intricacies that chaplains engage with on a daily basis.  
A colleague who serves as the chaplain at an Ivy League institution recently told 
me that at times he feels like “a figurehead of nothing” in his chaplaincy role. The 
university has slowly tried to distance itself from religion/spirituality and has restricted 
his capabilities, programming, and budget to a degree where he feels cornered into 
simply serving on committees as a tertiary moral compass. Higher education has been 
struggling with the role of religion and spirituality on campus for decades and in many 
ways solving this problem, somewhat ironically, is falling to the chaplain. Many college 
chaplaincies are in flux and struggling to find a new identity amongst the growth of 
spiritual but not religious students flooding the quad. The God-human relationship is tip-
toed around even in the gothic stone chapels that were constructed less than a century 
ago. Faculty are hesitant to engage topics of religion and spirituality in the classroom, and 
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religiously devout students feel as though they don’t have a voice in the academic sphere; 
they find that to reveal their faith in the classroom would cause others to question their 
intellectualism.33 College and university chaplains often find that they need to advocate 
and re-affirm their role to the administration; however, this becomes increasingly 
challenging as chaplains have mounting difficulty articulating exactly what it is they do, 
even for themselves. Recent publications on chaplaincy have begun to shed light on the 
issues at hand which convolute and complicate the understanding of college chaplaincy. 
These include but are not limited to a growing population of diverse religious and 
nonreligious students, struggle with the title and job description of chaplaincy roles, and 
navigating between the secular and sacred realms of higher education. 
 Only a few short decades ago, the word ‘diversity’ was of little concern or 
meaning to the college chaplain. When Seymour A. Smith reported on the American 
college chaplaincy in 1951 he observed that most college chaplains were not concerned 
with and simply did not engage with non-Protestant students.34 Smith further elaborates 
with his 1949-1950 survey of college chaplains, “Even among those who do feel an 
obligation [to minister to non-Protestant students], very little is done in a concrete and 
direct way to stimulate the religious nurture of these students in their own faith…Many 
were quite frank in saying that they felt no particular responsibility for non-Protestant 
students. A few verged closest to suggesting that theirs was a proselytizing task.”35 In the 
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not-so-distant past, the college chaplain could paint with a single protestant brush the 
spiritual and religious life on campus. The nature and needs of chaplaincy have changed, 
and in the diverse religio-secular landscape of the modern college campus, college 
chaplaincy has had to adapt quickly to maintain relevance and sustainability.  
Smith foresaw the growing diversity of college campuses, and since 1951 it has 
been well documented that there has been a conscious effort in the last several decades to 
diversify most American college campuses. Liberal Arts education in particular 
emphasizes the value of diverse perspectives and cross-cultural, cross-curricular learning. 
As new perspectives and faces flooded onto the campus quad, new religious and spiritual 
practices did too. Susan Henry-Crowe, Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life at Emory 
University, makes note of this growth in religious diversity in her vocational context,  
"Emory's multifaith reality makes the work of the chaplain both easier and more 
difficult. It is easier because there are relatively few voices asserting cultural 
authority...But working with such diversity requires constant education, cultural 
sensitivity, respect, and multilingual communication. Part of the chaplain's role is 
to represent every religious community, especially minority groups, to remember 
and protect the rights of those on the margins, and to promote understanding 
between them to represent the interests of each faith family."36  
 
According to Henry Crowe, the work of the modern college chaplain is the work of 
diversity. This work includes religious advocacy, re-educating oneself, and facilitating 
interfaith dialogue and relationships on campus.  
Important to note is that while the diversity of college campuses has greatly 
increased, and while pluralism has become an ideological norm for many emerging 
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adults, there is still a level of intolerance and misunderstanding surrounding particular 
religions. For example, “still only 43% of incoming students have an appreciative attitude 
towards Muslims,” which is patently lower from the appreciative attitudes of other world 
religious, such as the 55% of entering students who have a favorable idea of Buddhists.37 
This makes the chaplains work in religious diversity even more crucial, in creating spaces 
for religious engagement they are also building bridges for compassion and 
understanding for minority religious students who are consistently understood in 
unfavorable ways.  While a college chaplain may not be able to lead both Puja prayers 
and Eucharistic Mass with integrity, the call from Henry-Crowe emphasizes the role of 
accompaniment and advocacy for the diverse religious perspectives on campus.  
While many might assume that this diversity increased the prominence and 
practice of religion on our campuses, often it did the opposite. Religion became a 
marginal conversation, falling a few beats behind other identity and affinity aspects of 
incoming students. Cooper-Nelson writes, "Admissions officers traveled broadly to 
increase numbers of under-represented minorities and inadvertently increased campus 
spiritual diversity as well...Race, sexual orientation, ethnicity, culture, gender, and 
socioeconomic status formed the locus of campus discourse on identity. Religion was 
relegated to the periphery.38 Patel writes of the rise of the multiculturalism movement on 
college campuses in the 1990’s, which predominantly focused on diversifying by race, 
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ethnicity, and culture; but inadvertently increased religious diversity on college campuses 
as well.39 Many of the university diversity initiatives of the 1990’s and early 2000’s did 
not intentionally engage with religious diversity, but it often was an unintended outcome 
of these efforts. While many universities supported these diversity initiatives through 
hiring new staff and creating new offices specifically trained in race, culture, sexuality, 
gender, and identity work; the chaplain’s role was not invested in in the same way and 
new diverse religious training, for the most part, was not offered.  
While religion was simultaneously ‘relegated to the periphery’ it was also being 
deconstructed. Particularly, the white Protestant norm began to become an ineffective 
method to reach such a wide range of faith traditions represented on campus. Deanna 
Shorb, Chaplain at Grinnell College, writes of the magnitude of this transition, "We no 
longer assume a Christian identity in our creed or our mission, and so as chaplain, I 
cannot simply meet the needs of the few Christians who are still interested in Bible study, 
worship, or prayer. Hearing and witnessing the diversity--cultural and religious (which 
for many are inextricably linked)--on our secular campuses, we modern chaplains must 
find a way to respond to those needs."40  The Jacobsens observed that the monolithic 
Protestant era that has long dominated the college campus is fading, and that new 
pluriformity and pluralism cannot be ignored.41 In reality, the shift from leading an 
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ecumenical worship service to relating and supporting the worshipful lives of students 
from many different traditions is incredibly difficult. It seems not much has changed 
since Smith was writing in 1951, college chaplains still struggle to find a home in the 
college context without specific interfaith/secular chaplaincy seminary training for the 
work. The majority of current college and university chaplains were trained at Catholic or 
Protestant seminaries to offer the programs Shorb just mentioned-Bible Study, Christian 
worship, communal prayer- and are now adapting to reach out across religious identities 
to cultivate support and spiritual exploration for all.  
Programmatically, many college campuses began to rethink their ecumenical 
programming and worship structures. Shorb, writes of her decision to remove the weekly 
ecumenical service from her chaplaincy offerings, "On increasingly religiously diverse 
campuses like Grinnell’s, a weekly Christian worship service is simply no longer the 
primary charge for religious and spiritual leadership."42 In this same trend, Bates College 
also cancelled its regular weekly ecumenical Christian worship service in the early 
2000’s. After several years of spending dozens of staff hours in weekly worship planning 
and only having two or three students in attendance, the chaplains at the time, like Shorb, 
decided their pastoral time and energy was better spent elsewhere. At Bates, this has in 
many ways encouraged the multifaith chaplaincy to be creative in its concept of 
multifaith worship, programming, and outreach which I will elaborate on in later 
chapters.  
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Letting an ecumenical Christian worship service ‘sunset’ has offered a bright new 
sunrise for many chaplains. Releasing a Christian norm, offers an opportunity for 
chaplains to create a culture of compassionate curiosity in these increasingly diverse 
settings. As we will explore in more depth in the following chapters, many chaplains are 
engaging the arts as they shift into this pluralistic work. Cooper-Nelson echoes the need 
for chaplains to take significant leadership in these vibrant, diverse spaces,  
While Chaplains serve the university's core mission most directly through their 
care of individuals, they also play a major role in creating and nourishing the 
overall campus climate. These tasks require nuance as universities welcome an 
unprecedented diversity of identity, belief, and culture, creating a rare-and urgent- 
opportunity to engage differences with compassion and curiosity lest we produce 
educated cynics amid clashing sub-cultures.43 
 
 In some ways chaplains are mindful ‘interfaith cruise directors’, creating and advocating 
for opportunities of sacred experience for many different traditions and perspectives, but 
chaplains are also the boat itself which holds everyone safely together, in the same place, 
amidst difference, so that we might facilitate conversation and grow as we sail through 
diverse waters.  
As student populations have diversified, so have the cohort of college chaplains 
entering the ranks of higher education ministry. Seymour A. Smith describes the average 
make-up of the college chaplain in his 1951 book The American College Chaplaincy, 
“…the average chaplain he would be a man less than 40 years of age, married, with two 
children probably under 10 years of age. He would be ordained, most likely in the 
Methodist, Presbyterian, or Baptist church. He would have been present in this position 
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not more than 4 to 5 years.”44  Smith also cited that the average age of the college 
chaplain would be 37 and less than 2% would be women (mainly nuns at Catholic 
colleges).45 While this description may seem quaint or even comical to most modern 
college chaplains, it is no small feat that the demographic of the college chaplains 
themselves has shifted tremendously in the last half a century. In a National Association 
of College and University Chaplaincy (NACUC) study conducted in 2015 over half of 
the college chaplains surveyed were women, and the religious diversity within the pool of 
college chaplains has greatly diversified in the last ten years alone.46  
University and college chaplains are no longer uniformly Protestant Christian; 
additionally, some institutions do not require that a chaplain be ordained in general. With 
these new voices, the dynamic of the vocation is shifting and growing. Sharon Kugler, 
Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life at Yale University, is a lay-catholic woman who was 
one of the first to break the mold of ordained chaplaincy.  Kugler writes of her initial 
misfit feelings, "No matter what they were imagining, I almost certainly don't fit the 
model. To start with, I'm not ordained and I'm not a man. If they know I'm a Roman 
Catholic and that I'm a mom and a grandma and therefore obviously not a nun, they're 
even more confused. People are puzzled about what chaplains do anyway, and my story 
is especially unique.”47 In addition to women and non-ordained chaplains, there are now 
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Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist, and Secular Humanist chaplains leading the spiritual and 
religious lives of college students in higher education. A report shared by Katherine 
Smanik, University Chaplain at Depauw University, at the NACUC conference in 2017 
recounted that the make-up of chaplains’ ordination and clergy identifications have 
drastically shifted since 2007, particularly through the increase of Jewish and Muslim 
Chaplains. The report which was based on surveys Smanik had administered for the 
previous two years, “paints a picture of increasing religious diversity, a field that has 
historically been dominated by Christian voices, and is now shifting to become more 
inclusive to a variety of religious and secular perspectives.”48 While Smith’s description 
in 1951 described the distinct majority of chaplains being Protestant, in Smanik’s 2015 
survey only half of the 60 chaplains surveyed identified as mainline Protestant 
Christian.49  
This religiously diverse cohort of college chaplains has created tension for the 
very title of ‘chaplain’, which is interpreted by most populations as a very Christian-
specific word. Forster-Smith challenges us to look at the word more critically. She posits, 
"How does "chaplain" change meanings when adopted by a Roman Catholic woman or a 
Muslim man?”50  Sohaib Sultan, Director of Muslim Life at Princeton University, 
describes his struggle with finding a title that felt authentic to the ministerial work he 
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offers. Sultan reflects, "I frequently find myself in settings in which I don't even use the 
term 'chaplain' because I know it's just going to go over people's heads. People often refer 
to me as 'Imam Sohaib'. I'm not fully comfortable with that title, but I recognize that it's a 
title the community is comfortable with..."51  Sultan has learned to work under the many 
names the students have given him for his spiritual leadership on campus; he has claimed 
the label chaplain as his own though it often does not feel like a perfect fit for the role he 
fills on campus and the faith life he represents. 
When I worked in a large, beautiful, gothic chapel on a college campus in my first 
years of chaplaincy, my staff and I would often talk about ‘battling the architecture’ 
while planning worship; i.e., how could we make such a large, ornate space feel cozy and 
warm to those attending? I feel as though college chaplains are constantly battling the 
architecture of their very titles. During Bates College’s orientation fair, I sit a table lined 
with dark chocolate and colorful brochures and hope to meet new students and share 
information about the multifaith chaplaincy. Year after year I see students walk towards 
our booth, read the word ‘chaplaincy’ on our poster, and make a sharp pivot to turn away. 
Most assume we are specifically Christian and would convert them, others thought that 
chaplains were only needed for people in crisis, many thought I was a Catholic nun 
covertly wearing a blazer instead of a habit. College Chaplains and Deans of Religious 
and Spiritual Life are constantly called to battle the architecture of titles and language in 
this sacred work. A colleague at a New England Small Colleges Association Chaplains 
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[NESCAC] conference last year suggested we change our titles to the ‘Dean of Meaning’, 
which sounds entirely too pretentious, but perhaps slightly more accurate to the 
multifaceted, multi-religious and nonreligious work chaplains are actually doing today.  
The word ‘chaplain’, ‘spiritual’, or ‘religious’, are becoming particularly difficult 
monikers as college campuses become increasingly secular in structure. The chaplains 
work in itself is often a paradox with the institution that employs them. Lucy Forster-
Smith, Chaplain at Harvard University, writes, "...being a college chaplain at this time in 
history is full of contradictions. I often feel out of place as a religious person in the 
secular academy."52 This paradox of being a minister in a non-ministerial setting is yet 
another challenge that most seminaries do not prepare chaplains for. How does a chaplain 
represent the spiritual life of the college when invited to offer benedictions at 
matriculation and commencement but little else? When does the chaplain assert a 
prophetic vision within the secular institution that employs them? How does the 
chaplain’s work engage with faculty and classroom learning? Chaplains often feel that 
they are an abstract constituent of the college’s concrete administrative body-both a 
vibrant part of committees, the college mission and vision, and a support to staff and 
faculty; but also an outlier of confidential resource, prophetic in calling out the university 
on injustice, and an advocate for student empowerment and voice. Forster-Smith writes 
of the constant duplicity, "Our work as chaplains places us at the intersections of tradition 
and innovation, secularity and the sacred, and in some ways, hope and despair.”53 
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Holding this tension is becoming an increasingly pressing challenge for many chaplains 
as their institutions continue to lean into highly secular models of education. 
In many ways the secularization of Higher Education allows the chaplain to be a 
very specific and helpful support for those who are looking for spiritual growth and 
sacred community during their college years. Forster-Smith speculates, “Most of our 
campuses are secular; some are vigilant in their secularity and struggle to respond to 
students who yearn for religious and spiritual support in a complex and violent world. 
The support and perspective chaplains provide to our academic communities have never 
been as important as they are right now.”54 Highly secularized institutions often create a 
definable specific niche for the college chaplain.  On the other side of that coin, in such 
secular settings, college chaplains are challenged to do more intersectional work; asking 
the big questions of purpose and meaning that both religious and non-religious students 
begin to ponder in these formative years.55 This work requires courage and a deft skill at 
speaking many spiritual and non-spiritual languages at once. Navigating both secular and 
sacred spaces in order to delve into meaningful conversations and relationships is a 
particular challenge for current chaplains. 
In addition to redefining titles and navigating secular spaces, in the last ten years 
many chaplaincies have seen a hierarchical placement shift. While just a short while ago 
the majority of chaplains reported directly to the college or university president, a recent 
survey conducted by Kate Smanik, during her tenure as president of the National 
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Association of College and University Chaplaincy, reported that most college chaplains 
now report to Vice Presidents, Dean of Students, or Chief Diversity Officers.56 This led 
many chaplains to feel they had been ‘downgraded’ within the hierarchical administrative 
structure on their campuses; while other chaplains felt the deeper relationship to identity 
groups and student life was fitting for their context. While the reactions were mixed, the 
shift was widely felt across the country as over half of American college chaplains’ 
positions shifted reporting structures in the last decade alone.  
Additionally, during this time many chaplains saw title changes to adjust to a 
more secularized college structure as colleges became ‘nonsectarian’ and severed ties 
with religious denominations. Smanik reports that out of 60 chaplains surveyed, 65% still 
held the title ‘chaplain’, while 35% had been given the title ‘Dean’ (of Religious life or 
Religious and Spiritual life, etc.).57 Financially, however, the chaplaincies/deanships were 
less endowed or fiscally supported than their other administrative counterparts. In the 
same survey, it was reported that only 26% of current chaplains’ positions are ‘endowed’, 
or in other words have funding in perpetuity for that position on campus. Many chaplains 
feel that their position is not as secure as other administrative roles on campus, as it is not 
as steeped in financial security within the institution’s investing priorities.58  
Because of these many recent shifts, there was a moment when many feared for 
the future of college chaplaincy. However, in recent years the necessity for caring, 
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compassionate higher education staff who can speak in the many realms of spiritual 
personhood has largely been affirmed as an asset to the institution, rather than an 
unnecessary complexity. Lately there has been a revitalization of college chaplaincy; 
schools which had never before had an Office of Spiritual and Religious Life are creating 
them, with new Deanships and chaplain positions to facilitate interfaith and multifaith 
work on campus.  Cooper-Nelson writes, "But in the opening decades of the twenty-first 
century the feared vanishing of campus religious life has abated, and dynamic work, 
shaped by comparison to the role and work of previous generation, is underway with 
energy and vision."59 Currently, we are in a moment of growth for the vocation college 
chaplaincy.  Eboo Patel writes that religious and spiritual life in higher education must 
use this new momentum to “go from niche to norm, just like the multicultural movement 
did. From the private institutions on the coasts to public universities in the Midwest.”60 I 
will contend in this project that engaging the arts as a spiritual practice can help chaplains 
move into a wider beam of light in their universities, including and embracing students 
from multiple faiths and no faiths  and thus making the move from niche to norm 
tangible.  
Chaplains are being asked to create space for meaningful conversations about 
spiritual well-being, living with purpose, and vocation. While many have deemed the 
current generation of college students as spiritual ‘nones’, the college chaplain’s 
experience tells a very different story. Forster-Smith writes of her three decades in 
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college chaplaincy, "I see up close the spiritual hunger of this generation of young adults. 
Though this generation is often derided as the "nones"--that is, those who claim no 
religious tradition--in fact some 70 percent of them believe in God or a higher power. The 
young people I encounter wonder about the meaning and purpose of their lives and think 
deeply about how they might live out their passion to change the world."61 Chaplaincy is 
being challenged to talk about the Sacred, spirituality, religion, and meaning in new and 
inventive ways. Many different models are emerging in order to meet this need.  
More rhetoric is being developed in the field of American college chaplaincy to 
describe how a chaplain can relate to the diverse campus they serve. Shorb underscores 
the need for a model of warm, adaptable, ‘global chaplains’. A global chaplain is an 
articulate, compassionate leader who is rooted in their particular tradition while open and 
helpful in guiding those from a range of traditions towards spiritual fulfillment. She 
writes,   
The quest of the global chaplain is to be respected in your own tradition while 
being respectful and humble toward students from traditions other than yours. 
Encouraging and supporting the open practice of religions and 'spiritualties' 
equally is central to today's college chaplaincy. I must provide flexible, globally 
and culturally sensitive, ethical leadership. My connection with students, and my 
work as a chaplain, is far more intimate, inclusive, and diverse than someone 
assuming a traditional Christian chaplaincy might imagine.62  
 
Rootedness, as Shorb speaks of, is becoming increasingly important for the modern 
college chaplain. In order to avoid minimizing the significance and diversity of each 
tradition by watering down theology to a common denominator, chaplains are 
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increasingly finding the need to be authentically rooted in a spiritual context that allows 
them to learn from and grow with different spiritual perspectives around them. This 
models for students how individual growth can be improved, not deterred, through robust 
diversity and interfaith work.  
Even in this increasingly secular age of higher education the chaplain’s work still 
largely has to do with ‘religion’, but the meaning of the word religion has shifted in the 
last few decades as well. The Jacobsens offer a helpful definition of what ‘religion’ is on 
higher education campuses. They write, “Religion is about how people relate to God or 
the ‘higher power(s)’ of the universe, but it is also about how people relate to each other, 
especially when words fail but sympathy and support need to be expressed. And religion 
is about the values that we live by as individuals and as groups.”63 The work of the 
chaplain is the work of relationships, the work of God-questions, the work of solidarity 
and support in difficult times. And the college chaplain must do this an increasingly 
diverse context, discerning new needs and creatively answering with spirit and 
centeredness.  
 Furthermore, the Jacobsens posit the chaplain’s role has shifted from being a 
moral compass or religious authoritarian, to becoming a companion on a quest. “The 
religio-secular realities of life in America today are much more about questing and 
questioning than they are about defending or imposing ideas and ideals of any particular 
religion on anyone else.”64 In the increasingly pluralistic, secular, and devout nature of 
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college campuses, the ministry of accompaniment within the questions of life is both an 
old and new model for the college chaplain. It is this role, the Jacobsens believe, that can 
intertwine religion and the academy in meaningful ways once again.65 More specifically, 
embedding interfaith learning within the context and culture of higher education can 
make higher learning transformational. In the Jacobsen’s view the modern chaplain 
should embody a new model which engages religious exploration, learning, and literacy, 
within the wider institutional culture.  The Jacobsens observe, 
The goal of a college and university learning at its best is to transform students as 
persons…Our contention is that giving careful and nuanced attention to religion 
can help colleges and universities revive the more reflective dimensions of this 
double-sided, classically American vision of higher learning.66 
 
Bringing diverse religious perspectives into the process of learning can create a more 
holistic form of college education. College chaplains are called to lead the charge in 
transformational leadership as they both transform and redefine this vocation and also 
offer spiritual growth and transformation for their students. As the field is transforming, 
and as they seek to offer moments of spiritual transformation, chaplains are continually 
learning and re-learning their role within secular, complex, diverse institutions. Even the 
earliest published surveys and reports on college chaplaincy from the mid 19th century 
cite chaplains looking for new tools, helpmates, and resources to rely on in this transient, 
dynamic work; modern research uncovers that the arts are a modality for spiritual 
formation that emerging adults are already engaging with. 
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The relational, pluralistic context of college campuses and the intermingling of 
the secular and the sacred are just a few reasons for chaplains to embrace the 
transformative use of the arts as spiritual practice.  Princeton researcher on the spiritual 
use of the arts in young adults, Robert Wuthnow, argues that with the blurring of the 
secular and the sacred, the time is ripe for institutions to capitalize on the relationship 
between religion and the arts, and that exploring spirituality and aesthetic expression 
reinforce the faith lives of young adults.67  The arts allow college chaplains to embody 
the name ‘global chaplains’; it offers them the ability to express their own specific 
religiosity while sharing it in a gentle, pluralistic, invitational way through creative 
outlets with those around them.68 Shorb calls for the further embrace of creativity and 
imagination on the college campus. "As modern chaplains, we need to listen to our 
students and think creatively with them about religious and spiritual needs on our 
campuses and in our local communities.”69 Chaplains must adapt to the new campus 
climate with creativity and energy. I want to examine this in its most literal sense—to 
discern if engaging the arts as spiritual practice does indeed give new life and language to 
the current context of college chaplaincy. 
 I would posit further that the arts are not only a creative, inventive way of doing 
college chaplaincy work in an increasingly complex and diverse campus context, but that, 
when rooted in attentive theology, the arts are transformative for the emerging adults who 
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embrace them as a model of spiritual growth.  Douglass, using framework by Maxine 
Greene, points to an important theological modality of art for emerging adults-that 
creating is a process which leads to transformation and possibly to moments of 
transcendence. 70 I will continue to build on this hypothesis of the transformative use of 
the arts as spiritual practice on college campuses in the ensuing chapters. In Chapter 2, I 
will highlight aspects of the literature on the spiritual and religious lives of emerging 
adults and how this leads them to the arts and thus affects the field of college 
chaplaincy.71  
Through providing a brief historical portrait of college chaplaincy we discovered 
that the college chaplain throughout history has reflected the spiritual/religious context of 
the time. In painting a landscape portrait of the current chaplain’s context, we discovered 
the complexities of diversity and language within this vocational work. In looking at the 
current moment for college and university, we found that creative, new chaplaincy is 
budding and that the arts can and should be embraced by chaplains as they continue to 
define this era of college chaplaincy. 
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Chapter 2   
 
A Landscape: Spiritual Lives of Emerging Adults 
 
Recent research and literature on the spiritual lives of emerging adults suggests 
that our society is in a new era of spiritual definition. From ‘none’ to ‘Spiritual but Not 
Religious’ to ‘Moralistic Therapeutic Deism’, young adults are finding new ways to 
describe how they relate to the Sacred.72  Current works by authors Christian Smith, 
Jeffrey Arnett, Katherine Douglass, and Robert Wuthnow shed much light on both the 
evolution and current dynamics of young adult spirituality.  
‘Emerging adult’ is a relatively new term; and the term arose as scholars tried to 
define a relatively new stage of life experienced by many millennials in the United States. 
Research has shown that this life stage has a significant impact on spirituality and faith 
development in young adults.  Sociology Professor at the University of Notre Dame and 
the conductor of the National Study of Youth and Religion [NYSR], Christian Smith, 
speaks of the specific context in which the Emerging Adult is formed and its effects on 
spiritual life,  
Emerging Adulthood is not simply an extension of teenage life, which normally 
remains highly dependent on parents and structured by high school. Nor is it the 
beginning of a fully settled adulthood, as marked by marriage, children, career 
jobs, and home ownership. Rather, emerging adulthood embodies its own 
distinctive characteristics, tendencies, and experiences. Many of these have 
implications for religious faith and spiritual life.73  
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Smith specifically cites four macro-social changes that have combined to form this 
unique phase of life for American emerging adults; these four include the average age of 
marriage increasing substantially, the pervasiveness of unstable careers/economy during 
peak working years, young adults attending school for longer through new norms of 
higher education, and parent’s likelihood to support children financially well into their 
adult years.74 These factors have slowed the previous progression from teenage life to 
what many consider full adulthood, hence coining the new term ‘emerging adult’.  
Research additionally shows that this transitional ‘emerging’ etymology for 
adulthood mimics the lived reality of many young adults; particularly in the ways 
emerging adults struggle to feel settled.  The average young adult in the United States 
moves six times by the age of 30.75 This nomadic nature has deeply influenced the 
religious and spiritual lives of emerging adults. Smith comments, "The emerging adult 
years often entail repeated life disruptions, transitions, and distractions--which poses 
challenges for sustaining religious commitments, investments, and practices."76 These 
disruptions and disconnectedness delays the self-realization of ‘adulthood’ in emerging 
adults themselves. Jeffrey Arnett, Research Professor of Psychology at Clark University 
substantiates Smith’s hypothesis, “Ninety percent of young adults report feeling like an 
adult by the age of thirty. Those in their twenties, however, do not predictably feel more 
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adult as they age. There are 21-year-olds who say they have definitely reached adulthood, 
and 28-year-olds who say they still feel in between.”77 The years of young adulthood is 
expanding for the millennial generation well into their 30s and the process of becoming 
an adult involves a lengthier transition period than in generations past.  
The highly transient life of the average American emerging adult is coupled with 
an already low interest in religion and spirituality typical of this age range. The young 
adult generation throughout American history has traditionally held lowest interest in 
religious and spiritual life amongst different age ranges; however, there is recent data that 
suggests the current group of young adults holds a particularly low esteem for worship 
and religious affiliation. PEW Research Forum gives a generational assessment of 
religious belief to exemplify the typical distinctions between current young adults and 
their elders,  
Less than half of adults under age 30 say that religion is very important in their 
lives (45%), compared with roughly six-in-ten adults 30 and older (54% among 
those ages 30-49, 59% among those ages 50-64 and 69% among those ages 65 
and older). By this measure, young people exhibit lower levels of religious 
intensity than their elders do today, and this holds true within a variety of 
religious groups.78   
 
This inclination is reflected in religious affiliation surveys as well. A Pew Research 
survey conducted in 2015 reports, “Overall, 35% of adult Millennials (Americans born 
between 1981 and 1996) are religiously unaffiliated. Far more Millennials say they have 
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no religious affiliation compared with those who identify as evangelical Protestants 
(21%), Catholics (16%) or mainline Protestants (11%).”79 Scholars assert that this lack of 
affiliation is deeply tied to the transience that occurs in their young lives and the 
independence with which these emerging adults grew up.  
Those that do register as religiously affiliated are largely Protestant; however, 
each religious group has seen decline in young adult worship engagement.80 A 
breakdown of Smith’s nation-wide survey suggests that in the millennial generation of 
emerging adults, "Protestants lost about 13 percent of its baseline total...Catholics lost 25 
percent…LDS lost 10 percent and Jewish lost almost 27 percent"  Particularly, Smith 
notes that from a similar sample group polled in their teenage years, there was a 93% 
increase in self-identified nonreligious affiliation; more concisely-in the five years 
between teenage adolescence and emerging adulthood the number of millennials 
identifying as nonaffiliated almost doubles.81  For those teenagers who do not leave a 
faith tradition outright during emerging adulthood, many will transition into a new 
religious tradition. Smith writes, "In sum, again, in the five-year transition from the 
teenage to the emerging adult years, one half or more of all youth in every major 
religious tradition stay in their 'baseline' tradition. …substantial minorities--and in the 
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case of mainline Protestantism, up to 50 percent-do switch to other religious traditions."82 
There is an incredible amount of fluidity in the way emerging adults approach religious 
and spiritual affiliation and practice.  
While across time the young adult demographic is typically less interested in 
religion, there have been historic patterns of those same emerging adults returning to 
organized religious institutions with age or circumstance, particularly when they get 
married or have children. The rhetoric in congregations, synagogues, mosques, and 
temples for the past several decades has affirmed a predictable spiritual slump in young 
adulthood with an eventual return in later life. Christian Smith elaborates on this 
generational pattern,  
In sum, the importance and practice of religion generally declines between the age 
periods of 13-17 and 18-23. Some or even many American youths go into 
something of a religious slump during these years. But that decline or slump does 
not seem to be cataclysmic for their religious lives... Most appear to retain and 
perhaps soften the subjective aspects of their religions and simply further 
background and downplay their faith as a salient or publicly practiced part of their 
lives during these years.83  
 
While the slump seems typical but temporary in most congregational settings, more 
recent research is suggesting that this hopeful ‘return yield’ trend is less prevalent with 
the current millennial generation. “A high percentage of younger members of the 
Millennial generation – those who have entered adulthood in just the last several years – 
are religious “nones” (saying they are atheists or agnostics, or that their religion is 
“nothing in particular”). At the same time, an increasing share of older Millennials also 
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identify as “nones,” with more members of that group rejecting religious labels in recent 
years.”84 Arnett writes, “The decline is remarkably linear and steady, ever downward 
with each new generation.”85  The sustained decline in religious affiliation has felt like a 
crisis for many churches, and indeed for many college chaplains, and thus a larger nation-
wide conversation has begun about the lack of faith, or more technically lack of religious 
affiliation, within the millennial generation of emerging adults.  
In the national conversation on the spirituality of young adults, modern society 
has colloquially deemed the millennial group of emerging adults as the ‘nones’ due to the 
fact that this demographic group typically checks atheist, agnostic, or ‘none’ boxes in 
national religious affiliation surveys.86 Many have associated the word ‘none’ with 
characteristics of having no faith, belief systems, spiritual practice, or belief in a Divine 
being. However, many of the scholars investigating this faction would claim that ‘none’ 
is an inaccurate term. Christian Smith in his national survey reports that, though 
unaffiliated, 77.6% of Emerging Adults believe in God. Thus one could argue that the 
millennial generation are not ‘nones’ at all but rather ‘not-affiliated’ with larger religious 
institutions while still maintaining personal faith lives and belief in God.  
There are many attempts to rationalize the lack of worship attendance and 
institutional religious affiliation amongst the millennial generation.  Pew Research Center 
writes that many millennials were raised unaffiliated, having mixed-faith parentage or 
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simply nonaffiliated parentage as well. This is one contributing factor to the reason why 
millennials are not returning to church or temple when they get older; they never attended 
worship to begin with.87 Contrastingly, for those young adults who were brought up in a 
devout household, the growing persona of ‘independence’ in America has encouraged 
many young adults to reject the family’s faith tradition in order to find out what spiritual 
life/religious affiliation might be most suited to them in their uniqueness and 
particularity. Christian Smith writes of this need for religious differentiation,  
The main job of the emerging adult is to learn to stand on their own two feet, to 
become independent. The religion in which emerging adults were raised is 
connected with an earlier phase in their lives when they were dependent on their 
parents...Therefore--not that emerging adults normally consciously think about it 
in these terms--learning to stand on one's own two feet means, among other 
things, getting some distance from one's family's faith and religious 
congregation.88  
 
Both devoutly religious upbringings and the increase of non-religious upbringings have 
contributed to the growing population of non-affiliated millennials in our current context.  
Distrust of institutions has also been cited as a driving factor in emerging adults’ 
rejection of organized religion.89 With the stock market crash of the early 2000s, highly 
demanding student loans from higher educational institutions, constantly shifting 
governmental politics and the struggle to find sustainable employment, emerging adults 
have come, perhaps subconsciously, to distrust the structure of institutions, which 
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includes institutional religion.90 One other simple reason for the lack of affiliation and 
development of the spiritual lives in young adults is purely that it is not a common topic 
of conversation. Smith writes, “Friends don’t talk about religion. Religion is not 
important enough to warrant conversation to Emerging Adults.”91 In the move from being 
religious to spiritual, faith lives have become a ‘private’ matter instead of a public one 
and are not widely discussed in social circles. Another highly practical reason for the lack 
of worship attendance is due to the multi-tasking, increasingly busy lifestyle of young 
adults. Arnett posits, “In part, their disinclination to take part in religious services is due 
to their lifestyle. Many of them work hard during the week, often combining work and 
school, and they see the weekend as the time to sleep late and relax.”92  Arnett further 
suggests that more common mass alcohol consumption may contribute to the 
disengagement of young adults particularly in early morning worship services on the 
weekends.93  
Lastly, a commonly offered rationale for the lack of emerging adult participation 
in worship is the technological divide. The millennial generation have been deemed 
‘digital natives’, describing those who are well-versed in technology and have a vibrant 
social media presence starting even in early adolescence. A PEW research study suggests 
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that this is one of the most defining factors separating this generation from previous ones, 
“They are “digital natives”—the only generation for which these new technologies are 
not something they’ve had to adapt to. Not surprisingly, they are the most avid users. For 
example, 81% of Millennials are on Facebook, where their generation’s median friend 
count is 250, far higher than that of older age groups.”94 Arnett suggests that the low 
technology style of most worship services is a deterrent for avid participation from this 
demographic, “Consider, too, how low-tech and sleepy the typical religious service must 
seem to the digital natives of this generation of emerging adults, who have had electronic 
companionship almost constantly since childhood.”95 While there are many interesting 
theories and rationales attempting to explain emerging adults lack of religious affiliation, 
I want to explore more deeply what young adults are doing instead of going to church. 
There is ample evidence that creates a more nuanced idea of young adults’ spiritual 
identities and reveals that within these identities young adults are seeking the arts for 
spiritual formation. 
 For millennials, which for the majority of campuses coincides with the current 
demographic of college students, the moniker ‘nones’ seems not only inaccurate but also 
offensive when considering the spiritual sensibilities and pluralistic capacity of this 
generation. PEW research forum reports that only one-in-four young adults would claim 
absolutely no affiliation, while nearly 68% would claim that they are Christian.96 While 
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the percentage of nonaffiliated young adults is larger than in previous generations it is by 
no means the majority, nor does it describe a lack of total belief. Thus, our attention to 
young adult spirituality requires a more nuanced analysis. For instance, outside of simply 
reported numbers in worship attendance on Sunday, data reveals that belief structures and 
spiritual practices remain somewhat intact even if the emerging adult does not attend 
formalized worship. Particularly, PEW reports that millennials share similar 
understandings of the afterlife, heaven, hell, and miracles with older generations despite 
lack of religious affiliation.97  
It is evident that the ‘none’ label is not entirely accurate.  Katie Douglass in her 
exploration of the title ‘nones’ writes,  
Additionally, PEW reports that, “many of the country’s 46 million unaffiliated 
adults are religious or spiritual in some way. Two- thirds of them, the “Nones,” 
say they believe in God (68%)…When they explained their rationale for selecting 
the “None” box over others, one woman said that she was disillusioned with the 
Roman Catholic Church, specifically their failure to ordain women and the recent 
child abuse scandals. She still thought of herself as Roman Catholic, however, did 
not want to be affiliated with the institution.98 
 
This research complicates the title of ‘none’ for many emerging adults. While they may 
be self-identifying as unaffiliated, it is more often a stance against institutional religion 
than that of ‘no belief’ in God or higher power. Douglass goes onto debunk the current 
title of ‘nones’ describing the spiritual lives of emerging adults as not squarely secular, 
“It is tempting to jump to conclusions and claim that the US is becoming increasingly 
secular. Reading more deeply into the report and listening to additional voices, however, 
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exposes more complexity. Atheists and agnostics have only risen about one percent each 
over the same time period so it does not seem that the “Rise of the Nones” necessarily 
equals secularization.”99 With these sentiments in mind, many scholars have chosen to 
align this generation under the identifier ‘Spiritual but not Religious’ (SBNR) rather than 
‘nones’; as it seems clear there is still interest and devotion to the exploration of a Divine 
entity, but rejection of formalized religious structures which have historically dictated 
that process.  
 In his analysis of the National Youth and Religion Survey, Arnett breaks down 
the findings of the intimate religious lives versus worship habits of young adults ages 18-
33. Arnett reports that in this survey roughly 40% most closely identified as 
agnostic/atheist, 15% deist, 30% liberal believers, and 15% conservative believers.100 
Particularly in the pockets of people who identified as agnostics and especially in the 
cohort who identify as deists he found a thread of the ‘spiritual but not religious’ rhetoric, 
which he believes is more aptly classified as deism. He writes, “these emerging adults 
declare a belief in God or a “higher power” or “spirituality,” but only in a general sense, 
not in the context of any religious tradition. They do not call themselves “deists,” but 
they fit the definition of a deist as someone who holds a general belief in God.”101 
‘Liberal believers’ align very closely with this deistic category as well, with the exception 
being that they would readily identify with a tradition or multiple traditions and practices 
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whilst holding this view.102  
 Arnett further explains that there is great diversity within these four categories, 
particularly under those who might identify as spiritual but not religious (which Arnett 
typifies as liberal believers and deists). Arnett states that while conservative believers, 
who hold similar beliefs in a central doctrine, and atheists/agnostics, who reject religious 
beliefs due to disbelief or apathy, hold fairly singular views; those who align with SBNR 
tend to be more complex and pluralistic.103 Arnett explains,  
These four categories portray great diversity in emerging adults’ religious beliefs, 
but the diversity is actually even greater than this, because there is also diversity 
within the categories, especially the deists and the liberal believers, who together 
comprise about half of emerging adults….deists and liberal believers feel free to 
form their own individualized belief system, constructed from a variety of 
religious and nonreligious sources, including popular culture.104  
 
While Arnett creates these four categories to help elaborate on the spiritual diversity of 
young adults, he affirms that through the lens of deist and liberal believers much of the 
millennial generation would more readily identify as spiritual and not religious. 
 Christian Smith finds Arnett’s four categories too narrow for the complex systems 
of belief currently embodied in the millennial generation. Smith suggests six categories to 
help identify the current spiritual diversity of emerging adults:  
1. Committed Traditionalist “embraces strong religious faith whose beliefs they 
can reasonably well articulate and white they actively practice.” 105 
2. Selective Adherents “Believe and perform certain aspects of their religious 
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traditions but neglect and ignore others.” 106 
3. Spiritually Open “emerging adults who are not personally very committed to a 
religious faith but are nonetheless receptive to and at least mildly interested in 
some spiritual or religious matter.” 107  
4. Religiously Indifferent “emerging adults neither care to practice religion nor 
oppose it. They are simply not invested in religion either way; it really doesn’t 
count for that much.” 108 
5. Religiously Disconnected “emerging adults have little to no exposure or 
connection to religious people, ideas, or organizations.” 109   
6. Irreligious “emerging adults” hold skeptical attitudes about and make critical 
arguments against religion generally, rejecting the idea of personal faith.” 110 
 
While more detailed, these categories pick up on similar themes with Arnett, particularly 
the tendency to be more comfortable with spirituality and spiritual practice rather than 
religious affiliation and worship for a majority of young adults.  
Arnett highlights that the interest in spirituality is growing due to its 
individualized nature. This allows for the emerging adult to explore sacred notions in 
isolation and without direction from an institution. “One reason the beliefs of many 
emerging adults are highly individualized is that they value thinking for themselves with 
regard to religious questions and believe it is important to form a unique set of religious 
beliefs rather than accepting a ready-made dogma.”111 Wuthnow echoes this sentiment in 
his own research on how young adults understand the term ‘spiritual’ versus the word 
‘religious’. He observes, "In candid conversations many people draw a sharp distinction 
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between spirituality and religion. Religion conjures up words such as organization, 
institution, structure, and dogma. In contrast, spirituality evokes phrases such as believing 
in God, walking the walk, surrendering, being consistent, and actively searching.”112 
Thus, the differentiation between spirituality and religion is largely affiliated with the 
way sacred exploration is practiced: privately and self-guided, or publicly and led by an 
institution.  Spiritual but not religious emerging adults identify more readily with a 
private exploration of faith rather than a public one.113  
Rhonda and Daniel Jacobsen further observe how the terms religion and 
spirituality are used conversely specifically in the college and university setting. They too 
emphasize that religion often refers to membership in an institution or a devotion to 
dogmatic beliefs, spirituality tends to be more individualistic and also allows for more 
pluralistic thought.  In this light, the Jacobsens assert that the term ‘spirituality’ better 
links to the exploratory, transitioning lives of emerging adults. The Jacobsens write,  
[for college students] Spirituality, by contrast, is both more nebulous and more 
accessible to everyone. Spirituality is about self-discovery and self-expression, 
about authenticity, compassion, respect for others, and the freedom to explore any 
number of potentially life-enriching ideas and ways of life.114  
 
This echoes Wuthnow’s sentiment of the division between the privacy of spirituality and 
the public affiliation of religion, though he nuances the division further by reporting on 
spirituality’s accessibility and compassion rhetoric which is often evident on college 
campuses. These divisions are pervasive through popular culture and has led to the 
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growing nomenclature around the ‘Spiritual but Not Religious’ self-identification 
movement.  
While being articulated as ‘spiritual’ rather than religious is somewhat new to 
popular culture, the trend towards privately practice religion and spirituality has been 
occurring for decades. Wuthnow reports that 72% of people surveyed agreed with the 
statement “My religious beliefs are very personal and private.”115 Furthermore, Wuthnow 
writes that this is a trend that has been gaining traction since the late 20th century,  
It was in these [the end of the 20th century] years that growing numbers of people 
began to talk about spirituality and, indeed, to think about it as a pursuit, as 
something to be cultivated, sought, and practiced, rather than as a condition of 
birth or family inheritance.116  
 
 The term ‘Spiritual but not Religious’ first became more widely accepted in the baby-
boomer generation, says Wuthnow, as a way to name the “explicit rejection of organized 
religion by people who are still interested somehow in spirituality.”117 The baby boomer 
and post-boomer generations largely make up the parentage of today’s emerging adults 
and one can see how strong a foothold the SBNR language has become in this subsequent 
generation.  
Spiritual but not religious nomenclature has caused some distress for scholars due 
to its colloquial emphasis on individual practice. Professor of Sociology and Religion at 
Boston University, Nancy Ammerman, cautions against this distinct understanding of 
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spirituality versus religion from a theological standpoint. Ammerman suggests that all 
spiritualties, and particularly spiritual practices, are rooted in religious history, narrative, 
and tradition, and thus to appropriate them for individual use is to hamper them from the 
fullness of sacred expression. Furthermore, Ammerman argues that spirituality does not 
necessarily have to be individually practiced, but that this is a social construct of our 
current context which is often harmful and leads to isolation rather than spiritual growth 
in community.118 Wuthnow echoes Ammerman by articulating the irony of this division, 
"It is curious because throughout most of American history spirituality and religion were 
the same thing."119 In his book All in Sync: How Music and Art are Revitalizing 
American Religion, Wuthnow further encourages the coupling of religion and spirituality 
in young adults and warns against the rise of individually practiced spiritually, citing it as 
often shallow and an excuse to simplify ancient spiritual religious rituals. "While 
acknowledging that interest in spirituality may be on the rise, many writers therefore 
express misgivings about it. Their appraisals suggest that popular interest in the spiritual 
life is shallow or superficial, that people are not really committed to developing a 
relationship with God but are pursuing spirituality because it happens to be in vogue."120 
These scholars’ diverse perspectives affirm that pitting spirituality versus (but not) 
religious through SBNR jargon can also be a controversial term, as spirituality is often 
deeply connected to religious roots. 
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Recent research from the IDEALS survey, conducted by the Interfaith Youth 
Corps, affirms this notion. IDEALS surveyed over 20,000 incoming college first years in 
2015 an surprisingly discovered that 41% of those surveyed identified as both spiritual 
and religious; whereas only 26% identified as spiritual but not religious.121 The 
distinction between the two seems to be blurring at the edges. Douglass in her nationwide 
survey found that it was not a descriptor called upon by the millennial generation at all, 
“In my research I never once heard the claim, “I am spiritual, but not religious.” I did 
find… some disillusionment with churches alongside high levels of interest in faith, 
devotional practices, and spirituality.”122 While SBNR seemed to be an apt identifier for 
millennial young adults, more recent research is finding that it is not a title that they 
widely relate to. The complexities of the spiritual diversity in this generation is 
exemplified in the difficulties scholars have in naming them.  
More recent attempts to define the emerging adult patterns of spirituality have 
given rise to the terminology Moralistic Therapeutic Deism (MTD). This term was first 
conceptualized in the book Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of 
American Teenagers, written by Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton as a way 
of defining their findings of 3,000 youth and young adult spiritualties in the “National 
Study of Youth and Religion”.123 It was later widely used by author and Princeton 
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Theological Seminary professor of Youth, Church, and Culture, Kenda Creasy Dean.  
With these two academic catalysts, the term Moralistic Therapeutic Deism has gained 
significant traction in the scholarly community in the last decade when describing the 
spiritual lives of millennial emerging adults.  
Youth and young adults who fall under this MTD terminology comply with these 
five key beliefs:  
1. A God exists who created and ordered the world and watches over human life 
on earth.  
2. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, this is what most of 
the world religions teach.  
3. The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about oneself.  
4. God does not need to be involved in one’s life except when God is needed to 
intervene to solve a problem.  
5. Good people go to heaven when they die.124 
 
In short, Smith suggests that many millennials identify with religion as a means to learn 
how to be good people and live moralistic lives, without needing to adhere to the 
particularities of any one religious structure.125 Kenda Creasy Dean critiques this belief 
system as being too focused on the self and not focused enough on the community.126  
MTD identifies a worldview that makes the individual feel good but limits the wider 
good one can contribute when sharing in community.  
 Arnett, who both supports and critiques the term Moralistic Therapeutic Deism in 
his book on emerging adults, writes of the basic accuracy of each part of this lexis, “So, 
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Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is moralistic in the sense that it emphasizes being a good 
person; it is therapeutic in the sense that it emphasizes that God wants you to feel good 
about yourself; and it is deism in the sense that it is a general belief in God, not tied to 
any specific doctrine.”127 MTD might be the most refined definition of the spiritual 
inclinations of the young adults in our society, and has pushed our understandings beyond 
the lingo of the ‘nones’ or ‘spiritual but not religious’ and into a more theological sphere 
rather than simple religious affiliation. While millennial spirituality is difficult to 
trademark, a few trends have been made clear through the research above and will be 
explored in more depth to follow: millennials who do affiliate with a religion are 
increasingly devout while simultaneously there is a growing prevalence of religious and 
spiritual pluralism in emerging adults. These two distinct positions on spirituality are 
largely contributing the diversifying make up of students on college campuses which 
affects a college’s religious and spiritual life structure.  
 According to a 2010 PEW Research survey, those young adults who do identify 
as religiously affiliated are very religiously affiliated.  
Among Millennials who are affiliated with a religion, however, the intensity of 
their religious affiliation is as strong today as among previous generations when 
they were young. More than one-third of religiously affiliated Millennials (37%) 
say they are a “strong” member of their faith, the same as the 37% of Gen Xers 
who said this at a similar age and not significantly different than among Baby 
Boomers when they were  
 young (31%).128  
 
Devout faith practitioners, while becoming less prevalent in young adulthood, are 
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becoming more intense in their belief structures and practices. This is illustrated by the 
more distinct belief that those who do affiliate with religion are stronger adherents to ‘the 
one true path’ theology; or the belief that their religious practice is the only true and holy 
religious practice. PEW reports that nearly 3 in 10 young adults who are affiliated make 
this ‘one true religion’ claim, which is significantly higher than both previous generations 
of young adults and current older generations.129 Christian Smith argues more generally 
that amongst those young adults who may not claim affiliation with a tradition but do 
claim belief in God, they actually claim a more traditional view of God. Smith writes, 
"The majority of emerging adults also still are theists, believe that God rather than purely 
natural forces created the world, and identify with a more traditional view of the nature of 
God."130 While the affiliated are leaning more traditional, those who believe in God in a 
fringe-way may also understanding the functions and aspects of God in a more traditional 
mold.  
It is worth noting that the increase in devotional attitude amongst certain young 
adults is linked to class, race, and culture; particularly the distinction between minority 
races and ethnic cultures in America. Caucasians tend to makeup the majority of non-
affiliates.  Arnett writes, “Emerging adults in each of the major American ethnic 
minorities—African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans—have accounts of their 
religious experiences that are distinctive to their group. Overall, they tend to be more 
religious than Whites are, and the trend toward lower religiosity described earlier in this 
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chapter has taken place primarily among Whites.”131 I note this cultural distinction 
because it is directly relevant to the young adult make up of college campuses, which-
apart from the Historic Black Colleges and Universities- have been largely Caucasian 
throughout history; however growing diversity efforts are improving the campus 
diversity, which also brings in these more devout religious perspectives from a wide array 
of cultural heritages.  
 While a small subset of millennial emerging adults are becoming more devout, 
the largest trend supported by national data is the growing acceptance and practice of 
religious pluralism. At Bates College, I recently heard a visiting lecturer on diversity 
describe ‘diversity’ as inviting everyone, from different cultures and perspectives, to a 
party; but ‘inclusion’ is inviting them to dance. Pluralism is in a similar vein. Eboo Patel, 
founder of Interfaith Youth Corps and champion of religious pluralism, citing Harvard 
scholar Diana Eck, writes, “diversity is simply the fact of people being from different 
backgrounds living in close quarters…where diversity is fact, pluralism is achievement—
it means deliberate and positive engagement of diversity; it means building strong bonds 
between people from different backgrounds.”132 Pluralism is dancing with everyone at the 
party; it is the hustle, the Hora, the electric slide of multiple faiths. Research shows that 
most emerging adults are engaging with and collaborating with those of different faiths in 
meaningful ways that surpass simple coexistence. According to a 2015 survey of 20,000 
emerging adults conducted by Interfaith Youth Corps, 71% of incoming first years 
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expected their campus to “create opportunities to get to know students of other religious 
and nonreligious groups.”133 That means 71% of entering college students are ready to 
jump into that pluralistic dance with those whose religious and spiritual worldviews differ 
from their own.  
 In some ways, the pluralistic expectation of incoming college first years has been 
centuries in the making. At its founding, the United States of America was one of the 
most religiously diverse places in the world. Pluralism, in a concise historical definition, 
is the ability for multiple [religious] worldviews to be acceptable within a single 
community framework. In its creation, the U.S.A. was a land of religious freedom, which 
was at times hotly contested and at other times warmly embraced. Chris Beneke, in his 
masterful work on the history of pluralism in American politics Beyond Toleration: The 
Religious Origins of American Pluralism, writes that America, in its heritage is distinctly 
pluralistic.  
 Proceeding with the inclusion of different groups in the same cooperative 
endeavors, and culminating with self-conscious gestures of respect between 
different groups—eighteenth century Americans stumbled their way to something 
usually called “pluralism”. Through both concentrated effort and historical 
accident, they created a society defined by integrated social and political 
institutions, public deference toward different beliefs, and repeated assertions of 
equality.134  
 
The ability to have interfaith cooperation, which goes ‘Beyond Tolerance’ is woven into 
the very fabric of American history, and thus American colleges and universities and 
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their students.  
Eboo Patel, in his recent book Sacred Ground: Prejudice, Pluralism, and the 
Promise of America agrees with Beneke that pluralism has been an essential building 
block throughout American history.135 Patel posits further that pluralism defines the 
major force for change in the current American context; he boldly asserts, “In America 
the forces of inclusion always defeat the forces of intolerance.”136 The current moment 
which depicts more and more emerging adults embracing pluralism has been in the 
making for hundreds of years, deeply interwoven in the current structure of American 
politics and education, Patel suggests. Patel writes, “A half-century ago, few cities had 
any organized interfaith activity. Today, dozens have some sort of initiative, everything 
from interfaith councils to faith festivals.”137 Many emerging adults have been fostered in 
an atmosphere of pluralism, or at least in view of differing religious and spiritual world 
views.  
While there is a small but growing contingent of religiously affiliated young 
adults who believe that there is only one true path as evidenced previously, PEW research 
in 2010 reports, “Nearly three-quarters of affiliated young adults (74%) say there is more 
than one true way to interpret the teachings of their faith.”138 Brett McCracken, who 
studies millennial Christian-led emerging churches states that this new sense of pluralism 
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while maintaining affiliation may be largely tied to the emerging adult trend of rejecting 
institutions. McCracken asserts, “Because so much in their upbringing turned out to be 
phony, they are intensely skeptical of most anything that masquerades under labels like 
“objective,” “definite” and “capital T-truth.”139  Rejection of a definite, or the ‘one True 
path’ is both reactive and proactive, McCracken argues, and has largely contributed to the 
new relationship-focused belief systems that emerging adults are creating when living 
into pluralistic beliefs.  
Smith’s research furthers this sentiment by reporting that 57% of emerging adults 
surveyed agreed with the statement “many religions may be true” and 56% concurred that 
it was “okay to practice a religion besides one’s own”.140 Scholars have many hypotheses 
for the increase in pluralistic viewpoints amongst the millennial generation including 
assumptions about common core principles of religion, the desire for independent 
spiritual exploration, and a growing lack of interest and conviction in religion. Rhonda 
and Daniel Jacobsen write that the word ‘pluralism’ does not aptly describe the 
complexities that lie within the diverse spectrums of belief alive in the current American 
emerging adult context. They advocate for the world ‘pluriformity’ which enables many 
different religious viewpoints, but also different levels of religious engagement. The 
Jacobsens explain, 
Religion in America has undergone a significant transformation in the last ten to 
fifteen years, and the primary difference is that it has become much more diverse, 
so diverse that we prefer to use the term ‘pluriformity’ to underscore the 
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expansiveness of current options. This pluriformity has two sides. One side 
represents traditional “organized” religion, and the main change here is that the 
range of organized religions in America has increased exponentially…The other 
side of today’s religious pluriformity, however, makes things even more complex 
and confusing: The boundary lines between what is and what is not religion has 
become thoroughly blurred. If secularity is like freshwater and religion is like 
saltwater, life in America is now thoroughly brackish.141  
 
This ‘brackish water’ metaphor aptly illustrates the growing diversity-both religious and 
non-taking place on American college campuses. In chapter 4 we will explore the 
theological implications of this blurring between secular and sacred. The murkiness is 
largely created out of the religious perspectives of emerging adults and the pluriformity 
that is inherent within the millennial generation.  
A common theme amongst many young adults surveyed both by PEW and the 
NYSR is the ideology that all religions share the same core principles. Smith writes of his 
findings in the NYSR, "Different religions claim to be unique and do in fact emphasize 
distinctive ideas and rituals. But ultimately, most emerging adults say, all religions 
actually share the same core principles, at least those that are important. All religions 
teach belief in God and the need to be a good person."142  He expounds upon this finding 
to say that the dominant outlook of emerging adults is to believe that these shared core 
principles to be good, and therefore the distinctive particularities of any given religion 
can be “more or less ignored”.143 This lends to the moralistic therapeutic deism claim 
made previously; each religion offers a moral compass towards being a good and just 
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human being, which to many emerging adults surveyed is the core importance and 
function of any given religion; therefore, the specific rituals and practices of a particular 
religion are peripheral and incidental.144   
While many emerging adults identify with pluralism because of these 
aforementioned theological and moral understandings, Christian Smith and Patricia Snell 
point out that many young adults are open to different religious viewpoints simply 
because they do not believe religion is significant and/or important in their daily lives. In 
short, they hypothesize that the growth of pluralism may be due largely to the lack of 
interest in religion and spirituality all together.145 Further, Smith and Snell suggest that 
recent increases in pluralistic viewpoints rise out of a lack of conviction about ‘what is 
true’.  They write, "According to most emerging adults, everybody believes whatever 
they believe, and that is fine. If anyone was raised a certain way, then it makes sense for 
them to basically believe that way…But in the end, most emerging adults think, there is 
really no way to know what is really true. Anybody could be right, or wrong, or some of 
both."146 This argument concludes that while many young adults do affirm pluralism on 
principle and theological prowess, others simply accept pluralism out of disinterest or 
lack of particular religious conviction.  
In his sociological research Robert Wuthnow contrarily suggests that growing 
pluralistic belief is a product of the increased exposure that young adults have to 
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alternative religions. He argues that pluralism is often not out of disinterest, but rather out 
of more frequent engagement with those from different faiths. Wuthnow cites 
immigration patterns, globalization, and increased exposure both in the diversity of 
American context and in the reach of technology,  as major factors leading to the increase 
of relationships between those of different faiths.147 He goes on to say that particularly 
since the events of September 11, 2001, Americans have become more aware of the 
diversity of religions they interact with in everyday life and this increased awareness [and 
sometimes tension] has, particularly among young adults, more often than not led to a 
wider pluralistic worldview.148   
Elaborating this viewpoint with research, Wuthnow reports from his nationwide 
survey that 32% of people in their 20’s have had contact with those of the Muslim faith, 
while only 11% of those 65 years or older have had similar interactions.149  Wuthnow 
posits on the particular age demographic of growing pluralistic viewpoints and increased 
exposure to diverse religious perspectives, "I point out these patterns because they 
suggest some important qualifications to the idea that exposure to religious diversity is 
simply increasing. It is, but the widest exposure to non-Western religions is limited to 
young adults in their twenties. This means that the effects of exposure to religious 
diversity on religious belief may be even more important in the future than in the recent 
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past."150 Wuthnow emphasizes the importance of exposure, and the ensuring pluralistic 
viewpoints, that are becoming characteristics of the millennial generation. Whether out of 
a philosophical/theological stance, growing disinterest in religion, or increased exposure 
to diverse worldviews; scholars agree that pluralism in the young adult generation is on 
the rise at exponential rates.  
 Pluralism is not simply a passive viewpoint, but also leads to exploratory action 
for many young adults. Pluralistic ideologies have encouraged more exploration of 
religions outside of one’s upbringing for young adults, research suggests this particularly 
occurs in the years of early adulthood. While one might assume that exploration is 
common in the least spiritually devout; interestingly, Robert Wuthnow writes that those 
who are more deeply rooted in spiritual life are more likely to explore other traditions, 
“… pluralism profoundly influences how Americans believe. Those who are most 
seriously interested in spirituality generally find that their growth is deepened by coming 
to terms with the historic truths of one tradition, but their commitment to this tradition 
has fuzzy edges; this lets them absorb ideas from other traditions and come up with their 
own interpretations."151  With the rise of pluralism in the last century Americans have 
particularly seen increased exposure and exploration of Eastern religions and 
philosophies, which have been in vogue for some time now. Smith reports that of the 
young adults surveyed who regularly practice a religion outside of their own tradition, the 
highest percentage “report integrating practices from Buddhism, Hinduism, Zen, or other 
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Asian Religions”, while a much smaller number incorporate elements from Judaism, 
Islam, or pagan traditions.152   
Robert Wuthnow suggests that perhaps what emerging adults are expressing is not 
the identity of ‘none’, ‘spiritual but not religious’, or ‘moralistic therapeutic deism’; but 
rather, ‘spiritual seeking’, or what might more commonly be called ‘church shopping’ 
except that the shopping is no longer happening in churches. Wuthnow elaborates, 
"Seeking often consists of casual shopping around, such as reading a magazine article 
about angels or chatting with a friend who happens to have been raised in a different 
religion… it is a way of exploring one's options, of moving beyond the received wisdom 
of one's religious upbringing and developing a deeper and more personal understanding 
of one's own."153 However, Wuthnow warns that this practice is not sustainable in the 
long-run. His research reports that eventually one must choose a tradition or spirituality 
to be rooted so that the ‘seeking’ may become a more intentional spiritual practice or a 
way to connect with a larger sacred community. Constant seeking, Wuthnow observes, 
often leads to eventual listlessness and disinterest. This is crucial, Wuthnow argues, in 
order for one to grow and mature in spiritual development.  
Spiritual seeking leads to ‘spiritual tinkering’, in Wuthnow’s view. Instead of just 
exploring other religious or spiritual practices, emerging adults are keeping pieces of 
many different traditions in order to tinker with their own spiritual identities and piece by 
piece begin to stitch a quilt that wraps them up with the Sacred. Wuthnow asserts that this 
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tinkering is a defining trait of millennial emerging adulthood and is a modality that 
extends beyond simply the religious sphere, "The single word that best describes young 
adults' approach to religion and spirituality--indeed life--is tinkering. A tinkerer puts 
together a life from whatever skills, ideas and resources that are readily at hand...Their 
approach to life is practical. They get things done, and usually this happens by 
improvising, by piecing together an idea from here, a skill from there, and a contact from 
somewhere else."154 In many ways spiritual tinkering plays into the strengths of the 
emerging adult generation such as their relationship-oriented nature, their access to 
information through technology, and the independence and transience they so often 
experience in those early years of adulthood.  
  Many spiritually tinkering young adults explore different spiritual practices based 
on their network of relationships-they are introduced to meditation by a friend, or to 
chant by a co-worker, and when they find pieces of things that work for them they create 
a tapestry of spirituality to cloak themselves in. "Like the farmer rummaging through the 
junk pile for makeshift parts, the spiritual tinkerer is able to sift through a veritable scrap 
heap of ideas and practices from childhood, from religious organizations, classes, 
conversations, with friends, books, magazines, television programs, and Web sites."155 
There is a significant shift in this dynamic we should name: many young adults are 
developing spiritual lives with the guidance of amateurs and the internet, rather than 
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seeking out religious and spiritual wisdom from ordained clergy or religious officials.156 
Emerging adults are seeking secular, spiritual, mundane, sacred, and ordinary people, 
places, and resources in order to bricolage together a spiritual life. I would further posit 
that college campuses are particularly accessible venues for this kind of ‘tinkering’, 
where many different faith groups, worship spaces, and diverse perspectives are readily 
available to the tinkerer. In the process of this tinkering creation, the arts have begun to 
thrive as a resource for spiritual exploration and transformation.  
College students are increasingly becoming engaged with developing a sense of 
spirituality, looking for new ways to center, balance, and explore their spiritual depths. 
Smith reports that particularly on our campuses, "Surveys of emerging adults, particularly 
by educational researchers of those enrolled in colleges and universities, repeatedly report 
high levels among them of interest in 'spirituality’."157 Douglass furthers this insight with 
her research which reported that 73% of young adults she surveyed claimed that not only 
did they want to grow spiritually, but that it was ‘extremely important’ to them.158 This 
should perk-up the ears of college chaplains who are struggling in this new and diverse 
climate to find mediums of spiritual exploration that meet the needs of this growing 
interest in spirituality and have traction for both the devout and pluralistic alike.  
From the national data sets and surveys, it is evident that the spiritual lives of 
emerging adults cannot be easily or succinctly described. However, research does 
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ascertain that whether someone identifies with a tradition, is SBNR, checks the box 
‘none’, claims atheism, agnosticism, or pluralism; religion and spirituality is alive and 
well within young adult culture, but in a very different way. The Jacobsens write, 
“Religion in America today is not the Protestant monolith it once was—it is much more 
diverse—and religion’s boundaries have become fuzzier than ever before, making it hard 
to differentiate between religious and nonreligious life stances.”159 These changes make it 
impossible to keep religion out of higher education, the Jacobsens avow, even if that 
might be the preferred goal of some administration. Students are calling for the 
exploration of these ‘fuzzy’ spaces of religio-secular, pluriform, and pluralistic 
landscapes.  
The arts often work well in abstract, ‘fuzzy’ landscapes, or brackish waters. 
Utilizing the arts as a transformational spiritual practice allows for pluralistic and devout 
perspectives to be depicted and shared creatively in inclusive communities. Douglass 
argues that the young adult years are a time of “high spiritual interest and discernment” 
and that the arts are a particularly potent medium for molding the faith lives of young 
adults through fostering “connection, expression, and opening.”160 The arts are a 
translatable, co-creational way of building multifaith communities on college campuses, 
creating more reflective self-awareness in emerging adults, and opening students up to 
new spiritual experiences and practices. Rather than attending a formal worship or 
theological lecture, students are more inclined to learn a sacred dance, chant a mantra, 
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throw pottery while reflecting on a big question, or interpret a sacred text through 
painting or poetry. In Chapter 3 I will explore both the significance and limitations of this 
research on spirituality and the arts for emerging adults and also highlight the ways in 
which this literature is being lived out in the field of college chaplaincy.  
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Chapter 3   
 
Already Dancing: Aesthetic Experience and Art-making in the Field of College 
Chaplaincy 
 
Both the history of chaplaincy and the trends of current emerging adults’ 
spiritualties’ have signaled for a new understanding and modality of college chaplaincy; 
more recently current chaplains embedded in the work have also begun to creatively 
address this change. College chaplains must endeavor to be those ‘global chaplains’ 
Shorb speaks of, the ‘creative loiterers’ Kugler reflects on, those that endeavor the work 
with ‘creativity and energy’ as Cooper-Nelson suggests. The role of the chaplain has 
dramatically shifted in recent years because the spiritual make-up of the average college 
student has dramatically shifted in the last generation. Today’s college campuses are 
challengingly and beautifully more diverse than ever before. The campus quad is full to 
the brim; more young adults are currently attending college than any other time in 
American history.161 The role of higher education has become a fairly essential part of 
many emerging adult’s personal growth. Through scholarship on the spirituality of the 
millennial generation and new research on the ways in which this group of emerging 
adults embraces the arts as a form of contemplative, reflective spirituality, there is a clear 
invitation for college chaplains to implement the arts in creative ways into their campus 
programming.   
The old Protestant and ecumenical worship-focused model of chaplaincy is 
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insufficient to meet the needs of this generation of college students. A singular Sunday 
Christian service and the occasional pastoral care appointment is simply no longer 
enough if a chaplain wants to maintain relevancy within the institution and accompany 
diverse students in moments of spiritual transformation. Smith’s research asserts that only 
1 out of every 10 young adults between the ages of 18-23 (or traditional college age) are 
interested in attending a weekly religious gathering like worship.162 There is a general 
shift away from religious affiliation, and simultaneously a shift towards personal spiritual 
exploration and growth. The interfaith cruise director model is also no longer sufficient, 
as chaplains who only stop at the ports of different world religions neglect to engage the 
‘none’s, ‘spiritual but not religious’, ‘spiritual seekers’, and ‘spiritual tinkerers’ who may 
not fall under any particular religious category. College chaplaincy is at a crossroads in 
defining its own sense of purpose and vocation.  
 While 1 in 10 young adults may not be interested in attending weekly worship,163 
Katherine Douglass’s survey conversely reveals that 29 out of 30 young adults are 
“especially interested in the arts both in a secular and a religious sense.”164 In fact, on 
average only 3 out of 30 young adults Douglass surveyed reported that the arts did not 
play a role in their faith life at all.165 This research leads Douglas to conclude that most 
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young adults are turning to the arts to find spiritual, transcendent, religious, and centering 
experiences. Douglass expands anecdotally,  
They do not necessarily take time to sit down every day and read their Bibles – 
although some do – but they do read fantasy books and poetry that open their 
imagination up to the possible qualities of God. They do not regularly attend 
church, but they are intentional in their seeking, and are highly responsive to 
those who reach out to them. They also participate in many focusing or meditative 
practices such as journaling, dancing, yoga, or listening to music, which function 
devotionally as a time of prayer for them.166  
 
Young adults are already tinkering with the arts to meet their spiritual needs; while not 
attending regular formal worship they are regularly tending to their own soul-care and 
self-care through art. My research revealed that many college chaplains are already 
dancing with the arts and spiritual formation to accompany the emerging adults on their 
campuses as they journey towards purpose and meaning. Throughout this chapter, I will 
explore two modalities of spiritual arts practice commonly embraced by emerging adults: 
aesthetic experience and art-making. I will then highlight how these modalities are being 
lived out in the field of college chaplaincy. My hope in highlighting these practices is that 
the field of college chaplaincy may more openly claim and affirm the arts as a helpful and 
intentional theological resource in our current work.   
Wuthnow argues that not only are young adults turning to the arts as a spiritual 
practice, but that this form of spirituality is defining this generation.167 The arts and 
spirituality have been connected for many young adults from a very early age. Largely, 
millennials have learned creative practices in informal contexts since childhood and this 
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has subsequently had a profound impact on how they interact with art into adulthood. 
Arts and spirituality for emerging adults is like peanut butter and jelly, they go together 
without really thinking about it. Wuthnow goes on to say that one of the most profound 
things about young adult’s spirituality and the arts is that it both encourages “seeing the 
sacred in new ways” but also can help young adults “express it [the sacred] in vividly 
familiar ways.”168 The arts help young adults to both deepen and explore their spiritual 
narratives as well as express their experiences of the Sacred.  
Douglass’s research concluded that young adults who practice the arts spiritually 
grow in connection, expression, and openness. Douglass shares, “First, the arts aid in 
helping individuals connect both to one another and to God. Second, the arts provide a 
tool or avenue for young adults to express their faith, identity, struggles, and beliefs. 
Third, the arts serve as a catalyst to open perspectives, worldviews, and relationships.”169 
While Douglass offers these outcomes of intentionally experiencing the arts spiritually, 
Wuthnow states that young adults are already widely using the arts in a devotional 
manner and unknowingly developing spiritual lives creatively. His research shows that 
for many emerging adults spiritual life and artistic life is already clearly intertwined, 
though not always articulated in such an explicit way.  Wuthnow writes: 
They read poetry to reflect on the deeper meanings of life, listen to music to quiet 
their hearts, or engage in an art project with the same kind of devotion that causes 
them to meditate regularly. That there is a relationship of this kind is evident in 
the survey. The more involved a person is in artistic interests, the more likely that 
person is to have devoted a great deal of effort to his or her spiritual life in the 
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past year...170  
 
Wuthnow articulates well what many chaplains are experiencing in real-time. Young 
adults are not attending worship in the gothic chapels of their campuses, but they are 
coming out in droves to watch and/or participate in acapella concerts, dance 
performances, and art shows. These moments of aesthetic experience and art-making 
often lead to moments of deep questioning, reflection, and connection. I will explore 
aesthetic experiences and art-making, probe how these resources can be engaged 
spiritually, and illuminate how chaplains are already embracing this movement in the 
field.  
An aesthetic experience, put simply, is an interactive experience with an existing 
piece of art. This could be listening to a piece of music, reading a poem, or viewing a 
painting. The use of aesthetic experience as spiritual practice pivots around an outside 
creative object that can engage the viewer in a moment of sacred connection. Aesthetic 
experiences can be transformative spiritually when both the object and the viewer are 
interacting in both tangible and intangible ways. Aesthetic experience could also be 
described as ‘sacred looking’, a moment shared with a piece of art when one opens up to 
transcendence, response, emotion, and reflection.  
Christine Valters Paintner, art therapist and Benedictine abbess, writes that 
aesthetic experiences allow us to be in relationship with God more fully.  She locates 
aesthetic experience historically within her Benedictine contemplative tradition as a 
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‘kataphatic experience’ or ‘the way of images’.171  Paintner writes, "It is a process of 
coming to know God through symbols, art, movement, song, sculpture, architecture, and 
drama. The kataphatic path honors the ways in which the sacred is revealed through the 
sensual dimension of this world."172 Paintner affirms that many religious traditions have 
historic methods of conducting sacred looking or sacred listening. Emerging adults are 
re-engaging the ancient tradition of sacred aesthetic experience through their renewed 
emphasis on spiritual formation inspired by art. In fact, research shows that young adults 
are specifically seeking out these moments of ‘sacred looking’.173 Particularly, young 
adults are reigniting the exercise of aesthetic experience through multimedia engagement 
and reclamation of the arts. In college chaplaincy embracing the spiritual history and 
modern potential of sacred aesthetic experiences allows for many students from diverse 
viewpoints and religious stances to engage with a single unifying art piece and interpret it 
in a myriad of ways. 
Earlier this year I led a retreat for the Bates College multifaith chaplaincy staff 
and we began by spending time in the spiritual practice of visio divina-or divine looking. 
With an image of Chagall’s “America Windows” before us we embraced a process 
similar to lectio divina. With intentional silence and looking we moved through the 
motions of tasting, digesting, and claiming the image before us. When we finished the 
exercise and shared about the experience, one of my colleagues said, “What was the most 
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amazing part of this process was realizing that I don’t think I have ever looked at a piece 
of art for that long. Just spending that much time with one image revealed so much to me, 
it helped me to unpack so much in myself just from a single picture.” She made an 
important observation for us as we contemplate the counter-cultural nature of sacred 
aesthetic experiences. Americans typically breeze through museums, giving each piece a 
brief glance; or young adults scroll through photos on Instagram or Pinterest spending 
two and a half seconds on each piece. Aesthetic experience is about spending significant, 
intentional time with a piece of art and letting it sink into you as you sink your teeth into 
it. This intentional mutual attention leads to deeper theological and personal reflection.   
The second modality emerging adults are embracing for spiritual experience is art 
making.  Art making, put simply, is the act of creating an object or performance for 
artistic expression and exploration: painting a landscape, singing a hymn, acting out a 
drama, writing a short story. The millennial generation’s renewed emphasis and 
engagement with art-making is in fact a reincarnation of very old forms of spiritual 
expression.  Creating art has been a primordial act for much of humanity. In the act of 
creating there is often both a sense of connection and release. Betsey Beckman and 
Christine Valters Paintner, both clergy and artists, write that this yen to create roots us to 
a long history of creators. Citing cave paintings that date back to 75000 BCE, they posit 
that “the expressions of our souls through the arts have been integral to the survival and 
development of the human race.”174 They add, whether or not you have ever produced a 
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piece of art, each soul is imbued with chispa, or a Divine creative spark that connects us 
to the aesthetic activities of the creator and often stirs urges within us to create.175 Young 
adults are tapping into this historic chispa more readily and frequently than the 
generations before them, although they may not articulate it in this way. By creating they 
are engaging in a collective human experience of art-making that extends through time 
and into the transcendence of now. “By engaging in imaginative, yet historically based, 
exercises such as this, we begin to get a picture and kinesthetic sensation of how art, as a 
language of the soul, rises up out of our collective human memory, our inner creative fire, 
and our ancient sacred impulses. Art-making is somehow all at once a journey, a 
communication, a modality, a healing, and a prayer,” write Beckman and Painter.176 
When we create art, we connect, not just to each other and ourselves, but to our spiritual 
history and to the Sacred.  
A year ago I led a spiritual retreat for ten multifaith fellows, or student interns, in 
the Bates College multifaith chaplaincy. These ten students were an incredibly diverse 
bunch; including an array of social classes, races, genders, orientations, and religious/ 
non-religious beliefs. On our day-long retreat we studied the history of pilgrimage, 
particularly walking pilgrimage, together. Then, bundled against the deep winter of a 
Maine January, we spent an hour walking on a path along a nearby river. I invited the 
students to take a photo of something that ‘shimmered’ to them, an image that called 
them into deeper presence as they walked. Back at the house, warming up over tea and 
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blueberry scones, we shared these photos together on a large screen. Each student had a 
chance to share their image and why it ‘shimmered’ to them and what they experienced 
while looking at it. I learned things about these students, many of whom I have worked 
with for several years, that I had never known before. Using the photo as a focal point 
they were able to, through art-making, explore their own depths and communicate 
intricacies about themselves to the group in ways they hadn’t before. This spiritual 
practice transformed us as a vocational community and built stronger bonds both between 
the student interns community and in their sense of the sanctity in our shared chaplaincy 
work.  
Douglass’ research affirms this narrative reflection. She articulates the sacred 
process that happens when young adults are encouraged to make art together and her 
research reveals that art making and aesthetic experiences help young adults to feel more 
known by the Sacred, but also more familiar with their community. 177  The arts allow 
millennial emerging adults to approach themselves and God with curiosity and longing. 
When they are able to explore that sacred relationship creatively they often experience 
immense growth and transformation individually and communally. 
This understanding of millennial spirituality’s yen for art making and aesthetic 
experience is already being lived out in the field of university and college chaplaincy. As 
I began to converse with colleagues about my research, I found that many chaplains, in 
fact, are already creatively employing the arts in their work with emerging adults’ 
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spirituality. It appears that the arts and spirituality have been subtly integrated into the 
field of college chaplaincy for the last few years, though it is rarely affirmed or claimed 
in chaplaincy vocational publications and conference presentations. Through previously 
delving into research on the creative, religious, and spiritual lives of young adults and by 
now lifting up the college chaplaincies that are incorporating the arts in meaningful ways 
on their campuses, I propose that college chaplains readily claim this creative movement 
in their midst. In exploring who is doing this work well and what they are doing, I will 
continue to use the dual framework of aesthetic experience and art-making to look 
closely at the way college and university chaplaincies are embracing the arts as an 
interfaith/secular resource for spiritual and personal growth.  
 College chaplains are finding renewed energy in engaging aesthetic experiences 
as spiritually transformative practices on their campuses. The University of Chicago has 
been on the forefront of reclaiming the bond between arts and spirituality through 
affirming sacred aesthetic experiences. On their religious life website they have an 
explicit tab for ‘Arts and Spirituality’ programs.178 One of their strongest initiatives 
involves reclaiming aesthetic spaces to be experienced in sacred ways. While promoting 
a mission statement that welcomes diverse voices, “Buddhist, Catholics, Humanists, (add 
your tradition here), in between, none or all,” the Office of Religious and Spiritual Life 
[ORSL] at the University of Chicago claims that aesthetic spaces are sacred spaces for 
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spiritual exploration and growth. 179 The ORSL at UofChicago explicitly outlines that 
aesthetic spaces, like art museums and chapel art, are in fact sacred spaces for 
contemplation, “What kind of spaces are sacred to you? A grove of oak trees, a museum 
with art created through the ages, a chapel with chiseled stones, a library with alcoves 
made for daydreaming? From campus to Hyde Park to the greater Chicago area, what 
kind of space speaks to your path?”180 They offer students a map of sacred space in the 
greater Chicago area, which includes at least 6 art museums. In doing this, they 
emphasize the connection between aesthetic experience and spiritual experience in both 
sacred and secular spaces.  
 Additionally, the University of Chicago has a robust set of spiritual offerings 
involving aesthetic experience that regularly occur in their on-campus sacred space, 
Rockefeller Chapel. They openly claim that the arts are one of the most potent mediums 
for spiritual transformation within their hallowed campus sanctuary. In online 
publications they write, 
We address the spiritual—and the cultural and the philosophical—first and 
foremost through the lens of the arts, recognizing that in today’s world we look to 
poets to address questions about human life and meaning which were categorized 
in former times as religious. With Rockefeller Chapel, we’re involved in 
presenting world music and visual arts from China and Europe and South African 
and India and the Middle East. We invite you to seek spiritual connection, of 
diverse kinds and traditions—through music and the arts—both in the great 
Gothic setting of the chapel but also in discussion with visiting scholars and 
artists and filmmakers.181  
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In offering their central sacred space intentionally for the arts and through framing 
concerts, storytelling, music performances, and poetry as intentional sacred experiences; 
the University of Chicago’s Religious and Spiritual Life staff are astutely creating a 
deeper connection between aesthetic experience and spiritual development for their 
students, faculty, and staff.  
 Princeton University is creating sacred aesthetic experiences for the campus’s 
interfaith community both inside and outside of their chapel. The Princeton University 
Office of Religious Life’s mission statement claims ‘immersion in the sacred arts’ as one 
of their regular offerings within their interfaith context.182 Princeton has exceled at 
utilizing the arts as a method for interfaith dialogue and collaboration, particularly with 
resources already in their midst. Each semester the Office of Religious Life hosts an ‘Arts 
and Religion’ event at the Princeton University Art Museum, where a museum curator 
and a religious leader walk community members through specific art pieces in the 
museum collection in a meditative and spiritually exploratory way.183 They conclude with 
a time for reflection and discussion about the sacred experience of viewing the art in this 
way. 
Within the shimmering stained glass of their historic chapel, the Princeton 
University Office of Religious Life offers weekly afternoon organ concerts and affirm 
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through promotional material that even the secular music played during these concerts 
can be experiences of sacred transcendence.184 In more recent years they have offered a 
regular event called “Jazz Vespers”, where late in the evening they invite students into a 
darkened chapel for an evening of contemplative worship framed with jazz, poetry, and 
communal chant.185 Like the University of Chicago, Princeton also claims that any art, 
physical or performed, in the chapel space can be viewed as a sacred aesthetic 
experience. To this end, they offer a guide to the art and architecture at the entrance of 
the chapel that includes suggestions for meditation and contemplation with certain 
sculptures, windows, and visual arts pieces within the space.  
Princeton University’s chaplaincy offers a program that combines aesthetic 
experience and art-making called ‘Performing the Sacred’. The Princeton Religious Life 
Council invites any on campus artists-acapella groups, dancers, painters, poets, et al.-to 
showcase their talents while reflecting “on the theme of sacredness and religious 
understanding through the performing arts.”186 The artists are invited to create and 
perform within a spiritual framework, and offer a few brief sentences on how their piece 
is spiritually shaped or experienced. The audience is invited to view the artistic 
performance as a sacred offering, and to be in a spirit of meditation and worship in that 
moment. Princeton’s Office of Religious Life shares that ‘Performing the Sacred’ was 
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intentionally created to “celebrate the spiritual diversity at Princeton and to encourage 
spiritual and religious understanding through the performing arts.”187 Not only is 
‘Performing the Sacred’ a moment for sacred creating, and holy aesthetic experience, but 
it is also a means for embodying diversity and engaging community across difference.  
Middlebury College utilizes there designated sacred site, Mead Chapel, in a 
similar way by inviting renowned artists to perform and reflect in that space. In the last 
semester alone Middlebury College chaplains have hosted renowned poet Billy Collins 
and a conglomeration of hip-hop artists-activists called Green Hip Hop. In their 
invitations and promotions of such events, Middlebury uses sacred language like 
‘prophetic’ and ‘spiritual’ and emphasizes the arts’ ability to create ‘aesthetic and moral 
focus’.188 While these are just a few of the many examples I discovered in my 
reconnaissance research, there was a clear trend of aesthetic experience becoming 
interwoven with campus chaplaincies’ regular spiritual offerings. Particularly, there is a 
clear movement to utilize college chapels and sacred spaces for secular and spiritual art 
performances and to understand these performances as moments of sacred aesthetic 
experience. As evidenced previously, typical ecumenical Sunday morning chapel service 
is no longer meeting the diverse needs on campus; nor is it filling the gothic campus 
chapels up with students. Chaplains across the country are creatively reclaiming their 
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campus holy spaces with the arts, which are thus being experienced by diverse students 
as sacred spaces for powerful spiritual formation.  
Art-making within a spiritual framework has also gained a strong foothold in the 
last decade of college chaplaincy. Sharon Kugler, University Chaplain at Yale University 
describes her work as a college chaplain as one of ‘creative loitering’, or a vocation that 
emphasizes presence and creativity.189 Many chaplains are finding that art-making is an 
action that can connect them with their students in a comfortable, present way.  Smiling, 
laughing, and chatting while dancing, molding, and coloring, can be as meaningful and 
transformative as prayer or pastoral care for many emerging adults. 
Kugler, along with Yale University’s Religious and Spiritual life staff conduct 
much of this ‘creative loitering’ through the act of art-making on a regular basis. Each 
week they host an event titled “Cookies and Coloring” where students are invited to come 
to the chaplain’s office to make art through coloring mandalas, observe technology-free 
silent space, and engage in meaningful conversation with the chaplain.190 Art-making 
becomes a bridge for conversation, it is a creative distractive element that helps students 
to center and breathe, and then open up.  The mandalas also become a form of expression 
that can be shared with others in the room.191 The advertising for this event affirms that 
this is art-making for process and reflection, by including the phrase “don’t worry there’s 
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no judging your artistic ability” in their promotional materials.192 We have occasionally 
hosted coloring events at Bates College and I am always amazed at how much a student 
will open up in dialogue with me about their daily struggles and deep ponderings while 
they can doodle and stare at the page in front of them. The tactile creative activity seems 
to allow for both an insular comfort zone while also creating an invitational opening.  
Echoing Christine Valters Paintner’s emphasis on spiritual art-making as a form 
of play, Kugler writes further in her essay on chaplaincy that creative loitering often 
involves a dynamic of playfulness. In good weather, Yale chaplains put up a bouncy 
house around campus and invite students to jump, dance, move artistically and embody 
the spirit of joy and play with the interfaith community on campus.193 Similarly, at 
Colorado College, the chaplaincy regularly offers free-dance, or ecstatic dance circles-
where they play music and encourage students to be playfully moved by the spirit 
through music and to dance as they feel led in the moment, be it silly or serious. This is a 
part of an over-arching yearlong ‘arts and spirituality’ series in which Kate Holbrook, 
Chaplain at Colorado College, facilitates “events [which] offer participants hands-on 
experiences of various creative forms to explore art as spiritual practice.”194 Much of the 
art-making spiritual practices embodied in this series get showcased at the college’s 
chaplaincy-orchestrated coffee shop ‘Sacred Grounds’. This ingeniously engages both art 
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making and aesthetic experience into the chaplaincy’s persona on campus. The Colorado 
College chaplaincy affirms that, “Open mic nights performances, poetry readings and 
creative social gatherings” are firmly a part of the Colorado College community and thus 
belong as a pivotal part of the chaplaincy.195 Colorado College’s chaplaincy creatively 
uses similar spaces and occasions for both art-making and shared aesthetic experiences.  
Boston University’s Marsh Chapel uses communal crafting as sacred art-making 
which deepens community relationships, offers students moments of creative activism, 
and encourages self-reflection. Each week Boston University chaplain, Jessica Chicka, 
offers a program titled ‘Create Space’-a freeform, organic space for crafting, knitting, 
drawing, painting, and origami.196 Create-space is constructed as a chaplaincy program 
that offers rest, respite, and reflection for students through the hands-on crafting process. 
Chaplain Chicka encourages students to “connect your brain with your fingers and 
mindfully create.”197 The program is structured with intentional mindfulness and tactile 
art-making as a spiritual centering practice. Additionally, once a month the group utilizes 
their artistic abilities as a form of activism, “we will use our creative juices to “craft for a 
cause,” Chicka writes,  making items that can be donated to those in need.”198 ‘Create 
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Space’ is a sacred mode of art-making that allows for self-exploration and community 
building.  
Boston University also coordinates a ‘Spiritual Writing Collective’, which is a 
“weekly workshop that invites participants to cultivate their spiritual sensibility through 
writing.”199 Students are nominated by a faculty member to be a part of the collective and 
then respond to weekly prompts with original writing. They share their writing in 
intentional community, building space for trust and self-expression, and subsequently 
probe each other for more spiritual reflection and depth.200 The creative lens of writing 
offers students a chance to self-reflect, describe their beliefs and thoughts about the 
Sacred, explore a sacred art form, and share in sustained community. This in turn 
develops new friendships and also offers the individual creative spiritual formation 
through art-making.  
Bentley University, a business oriented liberal arts college near Boston, creatively 
promotes discussion groups and crafting events as art-making spiritual experiences for 
their students. The Bentley University chaplaincy organizes a tea and discussion series 
that engages a range of topics on religion and spirituality, over a third of their topics in 
the last year have involved the arts: ranging from fashion, to symbolism, to 
iconography.201 These discussions are intended to bring people together from diverse 
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religious and nonreligious perspectives to engage over a common arts-based topic, which 
the chaplains hope leads to deeper community connections.202  
Bentley University’s Office of Spiritual Life also regularly offers ‘Art and Soul’ 
nights, where students come together to craft, paint, sculpt, and share. These often 
revolve around a theme like ‘peace’ or ‘wonder’ and encourage students to experience 
art-making as a spiritual process.203 After creating together, there is structured time for 
group reflection on the process of creation rather than a formal show-and-tell 
performance. Anecdotally, when I spoke with the Bentley University Director of 
Religious Life about her ‘Art and Soul’ nights she observed that it brought an amazing 
cross section of the campus together-football players, expert pianist, arts majors, high-
achieving business students, international students, underrepresented students- all who 
wanted to try their hand at a new art form in this open-hearted, spirit-centered way.  
Amherst College emboldens the art of storytelling to build campus community 
through their ‘Spiritual Autobiography’ series. Amherst College chaplains invite faculty, 
staff, and students to reflect on their own spiritual narratives and heritage in order to 
create sacred community through vulnerably sharing their stories of “deeply held beliefs 
and values”.204 In many classrooms the topic of spiritual practice and religion seem anti-
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intellectual and taboo; by inviting faculty and staff participants to gently engage in these 
difficult conversations through the creative art of storytelling, Amherst chaplains are 
lifting up voices of the sacred that have been secluded on campus for decades. The arts 
become a forum for vulnerability and connection in this highly academic community. 
The arts are also widely used in chaplaincy for healing in the face of trauma. 
Middlebury College’s Office of Religious and Spiritual Life offers a ‘Sufi Healing 
Circle’, where the Muslim chaplaincy invites students from different traditions to 
participate in “Traditional chants for healing of self, relationships, community, and the 
world.”205 Middlebury’s Muslim Chaplain guides students through an artistic moment of 
identifying wounds and chanting to find healing and solidarity amidst diversity. Through 
the process of coloring, dancing, story-telling, painting, writing, crafting, and singing, 
Colorado College, Bentley, Amherst, Yale, Boston University, and Middlebury 
exemplify how art-making embodies the college chaplaincy’s renewed vigor to be 
community builders and holy connectors in diverse contexts. Modern chaplains are 
seeing in real time what the research has revealed to us about young adult spirituality, and 
through art-making and aesthetic experience chaplains are meeting those students where 
they are already experiencing and seeking the Sacred.  
Lucy Forster-Smith, chaplain at Harvard University writes of the centrality of 
self-reflection to the work of college chaplaincy. She states, "I would also discover that 
part of my work as a chaplain is going inside my own heart, mind, soul and being brave 
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enough to look at the complexities, the fear, the hurt, the joy, the marvels that erupt from 
my life. Part of being a minister is being willing to tell the truth about my life."206 Thus, I 
would be remiss if I didn’t also offer reflection on my personal experiences of aesthetic 
experience and art-making within my own college chaplaincy context. In my vocational 
work in offices of religious and spiritual life at Princeton University, Boston University, 
and now Bates College, I have engaged the arts to bridge difficult cultural and religious 
divides, to create spaces for reflection, to embody the spirit in our midst, and to foster a 
sense of community.  
At Bates College, where I currently serve as the Multifaith Chaplain, our weekly 
worship service revolves around sacred aesthetic experience. On Wednesday nights we 
gather in a darkened, candle lit chapel for a program called {PAUSE}. Students enter in 
silence and the chaplain and multifaith fellows who coordinate {PAUSE} share a 
welcome, the theme, the performers, the intention of this aesthetic space, and a brief word 
about the importance of silence. A crystal singing bowl is rung, and we sit with its 
reverberations and sink into slow silence. Out of the silence rises a student who reads a 
poem, we return to quiet; then rises a cello solo, and more silence; and then a dance is 
offered, and we return to the still silence. The singing bowl is rung once more in closing 
and students trickle out of the dark sanctuary, linger in the foyer over chai, and stir 
themselves out of the solitude and stillness. Each week the art offered is different, with a 
few poems and sustained moments of silence being the consistent thread.  
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{PAUSE} is simple: intention, silence, and aesthetic experience. It is open 
natured which allows both deeply religious students from a variety of traditions and 
completely secular students to attend and find a meaningful moment of rest and/or 
transcendence. I’ve heard students refer to {PAUSE} as a ‘brain massage’ and ‘the only 
quiet moment in my week’ and one of the only spaces where they don’t even think about 
their phone or to-do lists.  Once a student told me “I love it! It feels like prayer. Or what I 
used to feel like when I was little when I prayed”. {PAUSE} is a prayer; a secular, 
multifaith, interfaith, faith-specific prayer depending on where you locate yourself on the 
spiritual spectrum. {PAUSE} is a gentle and invitational aesthetic experience and 
beckons forth a moment of sacred presence and reflection that many students have not 
experienced in a long time, if ever.  
In the multifaith chaplaincy at Bates College we have several student workers 
called ‘multifaith fellows’; each one has a designated role or program which they lead. 
One of these fellows is the ‘Creative Spirituality’ fellow, a student who intentionally 
creates spaces for spiritual growth through art-making and aesthetic experiences on 
campus. This has ranged from spiritual paint nights, to ecstatic dance events, to chanting, 
to acting out plays, to visiting art exhibits, to attending musicals, to drum circles. This 
past year the Creative Spirituality multifaith fellow decided to focus on writing as a 
spiritual practice. Students gathered in a cozy space with a kitchen, made pizza together, 
lit a candle, and quietly responded to one short writing prompt and one long reflective 
writing prompt. The prompts were fiction, nonfiction, or poetic and students typically had 
a range of prompts to choose from. The evenings rotated between eating, writing, eating, 
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writing, silence. Then the creative spirituality fellow would lead a closing circle for 
sharing about the process. Importantly, the fellow emphasized at the beginning of each 
event that we wouldn’t ask people to share their work, centering the night on the 
experience not the product; and afterward asked them instead to reflect on how they felt, 
what stirred in them, how they felt their spirit (and maybe the Spirit) move in the process 
of writing. Week after week I am amazed at the vulnerability with which students 
plummet their own spiritual depths and share. I would also add that this group was 
largely made up of self-proclaimed introverts, and that the arts gave them a more 
comfortable sense of voice which they could share more openly. The act of creating 
together with simple creative writing forms a sacred bond, a spiritual trust, that invites 
authenticity in transformational ways.  
Aesthetic experience and art-making have become go-to resources for me as I 
navigate the ever-changing landscape of college chaplaincy. I have found them to be 
fruitful partners which offer spiritual renewal and theological depth for the college 
students, faculty, and staff I work with. However, I will add a couple thoughtful cautions. 
Douglass’s research suggests that the arts more readily engage women than men. She 
found that women were 55.3% more likely to engage in art-making than men.207 The fear 
of ‘producing’ work or the traditional ‘show and tell’ models of crafting that have been 
essential to American society also can create some weariness in students when they hear 
about an arts-based chaplaincy event; thus specificity in promotional materials is 
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essential. Art spaces can quickly become performative and ego-centric, and it is at times 
challenging for the chaplain to steward spaces and events away from this tone. Using 
cultural-specific arts practices can quickly tip-toe into the waters of unfair appropriation 
and thus great attention must be cultivated in order to create art-making spaces that are 
authentic and sensitive. Some may view creating art as an ability only available to a 
subset of highly creative, highly trained, esoteric group of people.208 This could deter 
some college students from engaging in the creative process because they do not feel 
‘qualified’ or do not identify with that select creative cohort of ‘artists’. Other emerging 
adults may have grown up in religious traditions where religion and art were seemingly 
rivals, or at least at odds.209 However, I would argue and will continue to give evidence in 
this thesis that, for college and university chaplains, by empowering the arts for college 
student spiritual formation the benefits outweigh the risks, particularly in its ability to 
allow both pluralism and devout religiosity to be shared in the same sacred experience.   
 In exploring examples from the field and through research on the spiritual lives of 
young adults and their growing interest in spiritual experiences that incorporate the arts 
we can affirm four claims that Katherine Douglass puts forth. First, young adults are 
young adults for a longer amount of time, there is room for more self-exploration and 
self-discovery in this extended formational developmental stage.210 Second, research has 
shown us that young adulthood is a rampant time of rejection of formal religion and 
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institutions and has historically and is now “the least religious period of a person’s 
life.”211 Third, even though emerging adults do not claim religious affiliation, researchers 
across the board have seen a growing interest in spiritual practices and spirituality in 
general.212 Fourth, due to extensive access through digital media and the centering nature 
of artistic practices, young adults are more “aesthetically attuned and oriented than 
previous generations.”213 Douglass’ four assertions affirm that the arts are being 
embraced and enlivened by emerging adults as spiritual practice and sacred encounter.  It 
is through this deeper understanding of the spiritual make-up of the millennial generation 
and their tendency to call upon the arts for renewal and moments of transcendence that I 
urge college chaplains to understand the sacred theological depths of the arts and spiritual 
formation.  
Young adults are, perhaps subconsciously, conducting deeply theological work 
within the framework of art-making and aesthetic experience, and chaplains are noting 
this and responding in kind. Wuthnow writes of the already established direct relationship 
between music and art and how young adults experience God. He writes:   
We also know that for a significant minority, if not majority, of young adults, 
music and art are directly implicated in their quest for spirituality. For instance, 
38 percent of adults age 21 through 45 say they have felt close to God singing or 
listening to religious music other than during a worship service; 21 percent have 
felt this way looking at a painting or a sculpture; 34 percent say reading literature 
or poetry has been very or fairly important to their spiritual growth...and 79 
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percent agree that art, music, and literature help us to experience the deeper 
meaning and purpose of life.214  
 
It is clear that young adults, from diverse religious perspectives and secular standpoints, 
are turning to the arts as a spiritual, centering, and reflective resource outside of formal 
worship settings.  Wuthnow offers us further encouragement by sharing his research 
finding that as people pursue art, their spirituality increases, which then leads to more 
involvement in their faith communities.215 Wuthnow’s research makes clear that 
cultivating the arts in college chaplaincy practices will lead to more young adult 
attendance in programs and therefore increased success for the chaplain.  
 However, Wuthnow’s insights also reveal his limitations. As a sociologist and 
academic researcher Wuthnow, and to some extent Jacobsen, Jacobsen, and Smith, write 
about the arts as a practical tool for ministry. Through their analysis of young adult’s 
spiritual proclivity for artistic experience they offer a rather prescriptive perspective on 
how to grow a congregation or improve spiritual programming for young adults by 
utilizing the arts as a tool. This much, as we have seen evidenced by our field study, is 
true. While I assume that some chaplains have engaged the arts theologically, I have 
observed that with little writing and research on the significance of millennial spirituality 
and its relationship to the arts theologically most college chaplains have also been using 
the arts prescriptively to gain more attendance and interest in their programs. 
 However, viewing the arts solely as a gimmick for more attendance or as a tool 
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for more successful programs limits how this knowledge, experience, and research can 
live and grow in the field of college chaplaincy.  I would posit that millennial emerging 
adults’ interest in the spiritual exploration and interpretation of the arts is actually telling 
us something deeply theological about the way they view the world and the way they 
understand the Sacred. In the following chapter I will explore the significance of 
understanding the emerging adult as artist, and three theological insights that chaplains 
might glean from the research on millennial spirituality and how it is being actualized on 
college campuses. This creative, artistic movement in college chaplaincy has deeply 
theological roots, and to claim them as such strengthens the opportunity for this sacred 
work to be transformative for emerging adults on college campuses.  
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Chapter 4   
 
A Sacred Song: Theological Understandings of Emerging Adults and the Arts as 
Spiritual Practice 
 
Emerging adults are engaging the arts for spiritual exploration, formation, 
connection, and expression. While this may seem new and exciting to many college 
chaplains working in the field, the inclination to embrace the arts with a religious and 
spiritual lens is incredibly ancient. The arts have long been understood theologically in 
the context of the world’s religions. In many ways, millennial young adults are re-
enlivening an ancient religious and spiritual practice of participating in the arts to 
experience moments of transcendence and transformation. The historic connection 
between religion and art has been both helpful and harmful; art has been used by 
religious communities as both a spiritual and educational tool and it also has been an 
extravagance and a manipulation of power.  
However, the research on millennials that details their rejection of institutions, 
embrace of pluralism, and favor towards moralism complicates the traditional historical 
understandings of how religion and art relate to one another.  Art has become less 
didactic for millennials, and more expressive. This allows for the relationship between 
the arts and spirituality to become more nuanced and interpretive. With a renewed claim 
on the arts as a spiritual experience, young adults are creating art more frequently, 
claiming the title ‘artist’ more readily, and connecting with diverse communities through 
art sharing more often. By understanding how millennial emerging adults relate to art in 
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these ways, we can begin to probe the theological depth that lies beneath these creative 
spiritual practices.  
Emerging adults have gained great momentum in experiencing, creating, and 
sharing art due in large part to their increased access to the arts through new 
technological developments. These apps, websites, and forums have allowed young 
adults more frequent online access to music, paintings, dance, drama, and poetry. Many 
arts scholars have shown concern in the last few decades about the decline in museum 
attendance, the low numbers of young adults attending classical music concerts, and 
decreased philanthropy from young adults for arts institutions. Christine Henseler, 
director of the NY16 think-tank on the humanities, in her article “The Arts and the 
Humanities Are Alive and Well—Just Watch the Millennials” tells a different story of 
wider access to the arts through technology, rather than in-person attendance at concerts 
and museums. Henseler writes,  
The arts and humanities might be going through a rough patch, but if you ask the 
Millennials they can tell you that disciplines such as classical music, visual art 
and fiction are alive and well. You may not find them living and breathing in your 
museum or symphony halls, in hard cover books or on century-old canvases — 
but you might discover that their hearts are now beating to the bits and bytes of a 
new tempo.216  
 
That ‘new tempo’ is leading emerging adults to experience the arts through easy-access 
digital avenues like iTunes, Pinterest, Netflix, and Etsy. Robert Klara echoes in his article 
“Millennials are Discovering Art by Ditching Museums for Instagram and Pinterest” that, 
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“For the first time, social media has nudged museums aside as the primary venue by 
which American consumers discover works of art.”217 While traditionalists may be 
discouraged by this new avenue for engaging with art, it is becoming increasingly 
apparent that emerging adults are, indeed, markedly participating in the arts online.  
 Digital engagement with the arts does not solely include the act of viewing for the 
millennial generation. Researchers suggest that young adults are contributing and 
producing art and aesthetic experiences for one another online. Henseler further 
comments,  
Today’s visual and verbal culture is exploding out of the spaces and containers 
traditionally assigned to their existence and value thanks to the technologies and 
databases at the fingertips of us all. This is just one reason why the value of the 
arts and humanities cannot be measured by degrees awarded or money earned out 
of college. The thousands of fan fiction sites alone demonstrate the breadth and 
strength of today’s artistic expression and storytelling possibilities.218  
 
Contributing through story-telling and picture-sharing, young adults are both creating and 
consuming the arts through digital mediums. Aesthetic experience and art-making are 
alive and thriving on line. This has led many scholars to conclude that the millennial 
generation is producing more overall art than previous generations.  
Both analytical and anecdotal research show that young adults are participating, 
purchasing, and providing digital arts experiences more than ever before. Wuthnow 
reports that 87% of Americans between the ages of 18-45 have ordered art, be it a book 
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of poetry or a piece of music, through the internet.219 In one of Katherine Douglass’s 
interviews with a young adult the interviewee elaborates on the spiritual effect of sharing 
one’s artistic talents on the internet. The interviewee writes, “The arts help you express 
individuality and your love of God. This is possibly different than previous generations. 
Our generation is unique. With where technology is and what we are able to do, and 
listen to, and be a part of, and I think, given—even our journaling has changed to online 
journaling with blogs and sharing our art or ideas on the internet.”220 Emerging adults are 
accessing art, purchasing art, and publishing art through digital media, this is an 
important cultural paradigm shift as we look at the relationship between art and 
spirituality in the lives of young adults on our college campuses.  
The growth of technology is making access to art more frequent and more 
prevalent than ever before. In turn, this is tearing down walls of separation between 
religion and art and allowing for more influence between the two.221 One essential 
outcome of this cultural shift is that young adults more readily identify themselves as a 
creative artist. Recent surveys report that young adults in the millennial generation are 
more likely to perceive themselves as ‘artists’ than older generations and previous 
generations of young adults.222 Scholars have supported the claims of young adults 
calling themselves ‘artists’ more openly with detailed research. Douglass writes of how 
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the early exposure to the arts for the current generation of emerging adults impacts this 
claim,  
Likely due to high levels of funding from the National Endowment for the Arts in 
the 80s and 90s, these young adults have had high levels of exposure to and 
participation in the arts throughout their life. More than any other generation, 
these young adults see the arts, not as a professional activity, but something that 
anyone can do for leisure, pleasure, or as a way to reflect upon life.223  
 
Wuthnow echoes this assertion in his affirmation that exposure to visual arts have 
become far more widespread and common for young adults. He reports that about three 
fifths of American young adults have taken an art class while growing up, which is 
double the amount of the previous generations .224 In claiming and naming themselves as 
creative types, young adults possess and interact with the arts more frequently and with 
more depth than previous generations. By suggesting the arts are often a spiritual conduit, 
emerging adults are also claiming themselves as more spiritual than perhaps the previous 
data on SBNR, MTD, and the ‘nones’ calculates. The millennial generation is full of self-
proclaimed ‘artists’, this revelation creates an invitation for understanding as we explore 
theologically the relationship between spirituality and the arts and how it applies to 
modern college chaplaincy. 
Claiming the title artist indicates that more emerging adults are creating art 
regularly. This often leads them to share their art online, which significantly connects 
them with others from diverse worldviews. Some scholars have identified that this is an 
age of isolation and individualism, yet many young adults connect with friends, families, 
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and strangers regularly through social media, particularly through the arts in social media. 
Through taking photos and posting them to Instagram, writing a poem and making it a 
Facebook status, or sharing a song one created on YouTube, young adults are already 
sharing their artistic gifts more freely and more often than ever before. In fact, Henseler 
states that this cultural art-swapping is defining the consumer habits of this generation. 
Henseler asserts,  “The arts and humanities today are intrinsically connected to the 
everyday consumption, creation and sharing patterns of the Millennials.”225  This artistic 
exchange also tends to guide millennials towards pluralistic values, which already have a 
strong foothold in this generation. With increased digital access comes increased 
knowledge of diverse experiences and spiritual standpoints. Through mass 
communication and globalization, in person and online young adults are developing 
diverse friend groups. This increased access to diversity and expression often leads 
digital consumers with diverse friend groups to have a more favorable attitude of those 
from a different religious or spiritual worldview.226 This sharing is not limited to the web; 
informal live art spaces, like poetry slams, pop-up galleries, and open mic nights are 
seeing their fair share of growth as well. One could conclude from this research, that 
young adults increased production and access to art has directly leant to more pluralistic 
viewpoints. 
For all the previously stated reasons and more, many scholars believe that young 
adults are intentionally seeking religious experiences that are distinctly embodied through 
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the arts. Richard Flory and Donald Miller in their book Finding Faith: The Spiritual 
Quest of the Post-Boomer Generation, assert that the practice of spirituality through 
artistic means is a defining characteristic of the current generation of emerging adults.227 
Katherine Douglass agrees with Flory and Miller’s theory, stating even more distinctly, 
“We may speculate as to the cause of this (arts education in public schools, the influence 
of Howard Gardner’s “Multiple Intelligence” theory on public and Christian education, 
greater access to the arts through the Internet), but important to note, is that there is 
consensus among researchers that young adults seek to participate in religious practices 
that are aesthetically embodied.”228  Young adults have embedded artistic exploration 
with spiritual formation through increased access to the arts and more opportunities to 
create in their young lives. This has led them to actively seek transcendent and sacred 
experiences through the arts. If we penetrate deeper into these motivations, we find that 
these artistic acts are, in fact, theologically motivated.  
The arts are not merely a tool for emerging adult participation and engagement, 
but they build upon both a rich theological history of the arts and insight into the ways 
the Sacred is living in and through college aged students.  Utilizing spiritual practices in a 
goal-oriented, prescriptive manner can lead to shallow experiences and thin theology. I 
would offer two cautions towards utilizing the arts within the framework as simply a 
helpful tool. First, for college chaplains to use the evidence in Chapter 3 and the previous 
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research of the arts in chaplaincy to inspire merely a prescriptive means to increase 
attendance and engagement in their campus programming would be a mistake. The 
spiritual practice of the arts is not a ploy or a gimmick for attendance; and to think of it as 
such limits the potential for Sacred encounter. I would encourage chaplains who desire to 
embrace the arts as spiritual practice on their campus to do their own thought-work on the 
theological depth and significance the arts could bring to your sacred spaces and 
programs. To engage the theological nuances and complexities of the arts in college 
chaplaincy will offer more reflective depth and life to any new creative endeavors.  
Secondly, I would caution against emerging adults utilizing the arts as simply a 
self-help tool.  The language of moralistic therapeutic deism, spiritual but not religious, 
and spiritual tinkering often recall a very self-oriented idea of spiritual practice. Thinking 
of artistic spiritual practices as a tool that can only benefit the self limits its capabilities 
for transcendence and sacred connection. A good example of this caution would be the 
westernized claim on the spiritual practice of mindfulness. Mindfulness has deeply 
theological roots in many eastern religious traditions, but in today’s society we frequently 
see mindfulness contrived as a means to an end: mindfulness to help boost your GPA, 
mindfulness to lose weight, mindfulness for better sports performance. While utilizing 
mindfulness in this way has proven to be beneficial, it waters down the theological 
heritage and depth that could potentially lift these practices into another sphere that is less 
self-focused. Utilizing the arts as spiritual practices in this self-improvement and goal-
oriented way inherits the same risks.  Not only should chaplains be cautious against 
thinking of the arts as a prescriptive means to get more attendance to programs, but they 
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also should be wary of promoting the arts as solely a self-help tool to their students. I 
would propose that art is not merely a tool to help chaplains on college campuses bolster 
programming, but is in fact signaling an important theological shift in understanding 
among revealed by the creative trends of the millennial generation.  
If chaplains are to take seriously the notion that emerging adults, who largely 
make up the current population of college students, are identifying themselves as artists, 
the field must also excavate for the theological undertow that is driving this movement. 
The research reveals that young adults are currently making the connection between arts 
and spirituality and thus involving artistic and creative resources, like music and poetry, 
to add to their spiritual bricolage. I contend that this uncovers something deeply 
theological about the millennial worldview. In the following sub-sections, I will explore 
three theological contours of millennial spirituality underlying this generation’s 
affirmation of the connection between the arts and spirituality. These three theological 
contours are:  the shift from product to process, the blurring of lines between the secular 
and the mundane, and the preference for action over words. Through their embrace and 
practice of the arts, emerging adults are embodying theologies that re-emphasize their 
ideas about God’s immanence, societal pluralism, and moments of transcendence.  In 
exploring the growing connection between arts and spirituality for the millennial 
generation through these three theological contours, chaplains can embrace these 
practices in a holistic way which reaches beyond the self and towards the Sacred.  
4a. Process vs. Product  
   
 
The understanding that emerging adults more readily identify themselves as artists 
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highlights that more young adults are creating art on a regular basis. The act of creating is 
no longer designated to an elite, high-brow, sophisticatedly trained cohort of capital A 
‘Artists’, but is embraced by those with little or no specific art training or experience. 
Douglass writes of how this influences young adults’ making processes, “Aesthetic or 
artistic participation is seemingly no longer only for starving artists or those with copious 
amounts of time and money on their hands. Crafts, music, and art are also not made 
merely for utility; but rather, artistic activity is for the average person because there is 
something worthwhile in the doing and making process.”229 This point is paramount: for 
many young adults value does not solely lie in the artistic product but in the creative 
process itself. The experience of art-making offers some catharsis, a moment of 
centering, an experience of transcendence, and is often seen as an act of self-care for 
many emerging adults.  Utility and production are secondary to the primary process of 
creating.  
 Paintner suggests that this move to process-oriented art making is inherently 
counter cultural and thus is intrinsically spiritual. It emblemizes a move towards 
pneumatology rather than doctrine; connection through practice rather than goals met 
through dogmatic structure. Paintner writes of her experience of the arts in spiritual 
direction,  
As we work in the expressive arts, we're invited to place emphasis on the creative 
process over the artistic product. We live in a very product-oriented culture. The 
way we spend our time may only seem valuable if we have something to show for 
it...In the expressive arts, however, as in prayer, the focus is on the process of 
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creativity itself rather than creating a beautiful product.230  
 
Art-making as a spiritual discipline releases the artist from producing a product that is 
held against artistic standards; it allows art to encourage spiritual development rather than 
a particular construction. When the emphasis is no longer on production and the product 
no longer measured with set artistic criteria, there is no longer a desire for artistic 
perfection. Historically artists have struggled over the completion of artistic work; 
tormenting themselves to strive for artistic perfection and never reaching it. Leonardo da 
Vinci, himself, is colloquially infamous for stating ‘art is never finished, simply 
abandoned’, citing that artists could never achieve the perfection they desired and simply 
have to give up at some point on their pieces in order to deem them complete. This may 
bring to mind the image of the ‘tortured artist’. With increased access to art and creating 
through digital mediums and the opportunity to focus on the process of art-making as 
they create, young adults have let go of this tormented struggle with product perfection 
and completion.  
 By foregoing perfection for process, art-making is relieved of much anguish and 
strife. Instead, it becomes a channel for discovery. Douglass affirms this sentiment 
through her research interviews as she found that the emerging adults she interviewed 
were more interested in participation in art than in mastery of a particular art form.231 She 
writes, “When the arts are engaged, the goal is not mastery or replication as noted above, 
but rather wondering, in the mode of practical reason, through imaginative and playful 
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encounter with the potential result of transformation.”232  Participation and expression are 
the motivating factors for young adults creating art today. In my personal experience with 
embracing creative spirituality on college campuses, I can confirm this notion. Many 
students I have encountered who wrote poetry, painted, or sang, did so in order to 
cultivate presence, offer themselves a moment of reprieve, express something they held 
as true, or to experience something mysterious and new. I see this transition to process 
over product lived out theologically for many students as well. Students who identify as 
‘spiritual’ find wholeness in trying new practices and experiences and rarely desire to 
become a perfect practitioner or attain a level of mastery in a single practice. The 
tinkering/bricolage language Wuthnow uplifts also affirms this state of constant creation 
and adaptation which lives at the root of most emerging adult’s spiritual lives. To tinker 
is to be continually working on spiritual formation, to be in a constant state of process.  
Theologically, this orientation towards process embodies the religious pluralism 
becoming more prevalent in the millennial generation. Through aforementioned research 
by Smith, Snell, and Arnett, we learned of the growing pluralistic attitudes in young 
adults; by and large they affirm a wide variety of experiences and expressions and feel as 
though most people of faith are on a similar journey towards moral goodness. This 
understanding of pluralism, in its essence, is process-oriented. The experiences and 
explorations of one person can form more (or less) humanitarian goodness in an 
individual, thus the spiritual process is continual and highly individualized.  Process-
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oriented theology allows for differing individual experiences to be equally true in their 
pursuit of God. Being process-oriented allows for many differing viewpoints to be valid, 
as many different processes are also valid. There is not a single goal that makes one a 
‘good person’ definitively, but rather many lifestyles, or life processes, that help each 
person live into goodness. Creative process over product reveals one way in which 
pluralism is being lived out amongst millennials.  
There is also a connection between the scriptural and theological understanding of 
creating and process-oriented creative spiritual experiences. “In the beginning God 
created…”  and so too we are called to create. This is a basic but nonetheless important 
theological reasoning for creating; creating connects us to the Creator. The majority of 
the world’s religions hold a creation story as an essential narrative of their faith; 
furthermore, most of these tales involve a God-figure who does the creating. Be it 
Brahma, Allah, Yahweh, or The Great Turtle, creating is a sacred act performed by the 
Sacred which gives life. In many faith traditions the act of creating is so pivotal that the 
tradition holds multiple creation myth; as in Judeo-Christian scripture where God creates 
both with sculpting hands and with profound words. God creates, and so we create and 
are recreated and re-creating as well. And creating, as in the biblical narrative of Genesis, 
is a process. It takes several days for God to create the world; and while there is a 
definitive product at the end of Genesis 1, the first six days of God’s creative process is 
what emerging adults feel akin to as they embrace process-oriented creative spirituality.  
The process-oriented creating state can also help emerging adults feel more 
intimately connected to the Sacred. McCracken writes of his observations with ‘hipster 
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Christians’, “creation, the ability and the drive to create, is something we share with God. 
It’s a crucial part of the image we inherit from the divine; it’s part of what makes us 
human.”233 J.R.R. Tolkien suggests that humans are naturally ‘subcreators’ within this 
theological framework.234 As subcreators, art-making embodies the Divine image and is 
itself an act of worship.  It invites us “to express the divine mark within us through our 
own creative activity,” expands McCracken.235 Relating to God more frequently and with 
more authenticity is a priority for many religious and spiritual traditions; thus connecting 
with the Creator by making art and experiencing art as a part of creation is theologically 
and scripturally pivotal if we are too engage the arts as a transformational spiritual tool. 
Within this viewpoint, the creating process is also a process of becoming closer with 
God. I would push McCracken’s assumptions one step further and suggest that art-
making and process-oriented spiritual formation also enlivens an underlying process 
theology, which holds belief in a primarily immanent God. Within process thought, God 
moves through and with human interaction and relationships; the Sacred is continually in 
process and in relationship with us. Millennials who desire to be in continual states of 
creating, in artistic-processes of spiritual exploration, embody this potential for perpetual, 
process-oriented relationship with the Divine.  
Even those who don’t have a staunch belief in God find that the process of art-
making can offer them an experience of transcendence. Creative activity-be it dancing, 
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singing, writing, or painting- often feels like a moment frozen in time, something that is 
distinctly apart, separate, and holy. The opening that often occurs in creating allows for a 
deeper connection with the extraordinary. Wuthnow has found in his research, surveying 
thousands of young adults, that even those who define themselves outside of religious 
and spiritual affiliations seek the arts for moments of transcendence. Wuthnow states that 
the arts offer "...experiences of transcendence that in themselves become reasons for 
hope. It is the creative process itself that momentarily transcends time, offering an 
awareness that something other than the ordinary can exist and, through that existence, 
reinvigorate the flawed aspirations of ordinary people."236 The examples from various 
colleges and universities in chapter 3 of art-making as spiritual practice give form to this 
notion. Coloring with the chaplain at Yale, ecstatic dance at Colorado College, painting 
during Art and Soul nights at Bentley College, Sufi chants at Middlebury- all of these 
creative processes are offered with the hope that students might release themselves from 
the structured, product-oriented nature of time, and instead embrace a moment beyond 
time that allows students to connect with themselves and with the Spirit.  
With this insight into the process-oriented lives of young adults we can glean 
much knowledge about how to encourage artistic spiritual practices on our college 
campuses. When college chaplains create spiritual art-making events it is important to 
state from the beginning that the act of creating in this way is about process and not 
product. I often explicitly add that no one will be asked to show-and-tell their pieces at 
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the end to emphasize that the focus is not on an artistic product, but rather on the creative 
moment itself.  At Bates College, students have regularly commented to me afterwards 
how opening our creative activities in this way has offered them relief and stirred a new 
freedom in them as they paint, write, or dance. To recognize this important theological 
contour for emerging adults encourages the chaplain to affirm process over product by 
setting art-making and aesthetic experience spaces with intention. This allows for the 
college or university chaplain to embrace the creative spiritual moment less as a tool for 
programmatic success and more as a moment for theological depth and intimate Sacred 
experience.  
Emerging adults’ proclivity for process over product signals to the field of college 
chaplaincy underlying theological currents of pluralism, connection to the Creator, 
immanent theology, process theology, and desire for continual spiritual formation. When 
college chaplains explore and affirm the turn towards artistic spirituality theologically, 
their work can beckon forth deeper reflection in the students participating in their 
programs. Wuthnow’s research divulges that many young adults did not realize they were 
using the arts in spiritual/religious ways until they were pointedly asked to reflect on this 
question, but many of them concluded that they had been engaging the arts as a reflective 
and contemplative spiritual instrument without knowing it.237 Emerging adults are 
embracing a state of process through their creative inclinations but they are not always 
able to name the sensations of these activities as moments of deep revelation and 
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connection to the Sacred. Chaplains can be helpful reminders who call attention to this 
phenomenon before the creative acts occur, therefore helping students to set intentions 
and engage with aesthetic experience and art-making in a more theologically significant 
and purposeful way.  
4b. Secular/Sacred 
 
 
Research has illustrated that young adults are engaging the arts as spiritual 
practice widely and often, knowingly and unknowingly.  They are reading novels, writing 
in journals, singing in choirs, listening to music, and taking hip hop lessons to feel 
centering moments of transcendence. This reveals a substantial theological stance that the 
millennial generation is upholding: secular items can become conduits for sacred 
experience. For many young adults, the lines between the secular and sacred are 
becoming decidedly blurred. Perhaps a better title for this very subchapter would be 
simply SecularSacred, as there is no ‘/’ separating the two for most emerging adults. This 
theological perspective allows for millennials to live into their increasingly pluralistic 
viewpoints, engage their spiritually tinkering natures, and increases their accessibility to 
the sacred within a wide variety of art forms.  
McCracken explores the ways ‘Christian hipsters’ blur the line between sacred 
and secular through art in his recent book Hipster Christianity: When Church and Cool 
Collide. McCracken describes the trend of art-sharing community events, which he calls 
‘beatnik’ events, where young adults share songs, poetry, and hand-made crafts that 
inspire them. McCracken depicts one of these gatherings, “The night was a celebration of 
creativity, expression, and performance, but also community. Art and innovation were the 
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ties that bound these Christian hipsters together, the thing they all agreed upon. For them, 
art---the sharing and appreciating of it—seemed to be a sort of spiritual catharsis. But 
there was nothing particularly Christian about the art they shared that night.”238 When 
young adults release commonly held notions of secular vs. sacred through artistic 
expression like these ‘hipster Christians’ they create openings for new perspectives, 
pluralistic expression, and deeper exploration of spirituality through a myriad of artistic 
engagements. This theological undertone is not only insular, but as McCracken points 
out, often leads to deeper community and authentic sharing. 
This notion includes the acceptance of both high and low art as potentially sacred 
and re-emphasizes the research that states millennials do not feel they need to have 
extensive training, study, or practice in order to call themselves ‘artists’. The lines of who 
can and cannot be a ‘creator’ have already been blurred and the way art is viewed has 
followed suit. Furthermore, as reported in chapter 2, emerging adults no longer seek 
spiritual guidance and wisdom solely from ordained clergy, but rather they crowdsource 
spiritual insight from friends, families, teachers, the internet, etc. As more and more 
emerging adults create art, and as art has become accessible through multiple avenues, 
the line between high art and low art, artist and amateur, and spiritual wisdom sources 
has dissipated, these things have tandem has led to the dissolution of the line between the 
secular and the sacred.  
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  The line has become so intensely blurred, that the original artist’s intent is 
seemingly a moot point for many millennials. Emerging adults are open to interpreting art 
as an experience of God whether it was created with secular or sacred intentions. Of 
aesthetic experiences, McCracken particularly writes that for many emerging adults, “A 
photograph of a candy wrapper might be just as holy as a sculpted crucifix. It is about 
what art does to you in the moment; it’s about the experience. …where it’s not so much 
about meaning as about being.”239 Most young adults would affirm that art can be 
transformative regardless of the religious intent, or lack thereof, that was involved in its 
making. For emerging adults, the Sacred can and does reach out through both secular and 
sacred art forms. This is largely due to the growing sphere of pluralism millennials 
espouse, which has often coincided with a theological emphasis on the immanence of 
God. Holy immanence is the characteristic of God that describes the Sacred as 
interwoven within creation: every thought, action, and deed are intimately connected to 
the Sacred within the inner-workings of ordinary human life. McCracken comments on 
how often he sees emerging adults define God in this way. He states that emerging adults 
have embraced, “This idea—that God is already present in the world through general 
revelation, and that anyone with a keen eye and a sharp pen can discover and artistically 
articulate truth.”240 Through the renewed theological emphasis of God’s intimate, 
immanent presence emerging adults are, perhaps unknowingly, embracing a theology that 
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allows art-be it secular or sacred- to be a constant conduit for that intimacy and 
exploration.  
 As stated previously, many of our college campuses were founded by 
denominationally Protestant institutions; therefore, let us take a closer look at the lines of 
secular and sacred art as put forth by prominent Protestant theologians of the last century. 
McCracken goes on to describe the widely held notion of ‘common grace’ he found 
inadvertently toted amongst millennial Christians in his research.  He comments that 
most young adults he interviewed, while identifying as Christian, believed, “That 
Christians are not the only arbiters of truth and beauty; that God’s general revelation is 
visible to and can be accessed by all.”241 Paul Tillich described this as “The Ultimate 
Concern”, which is available to a wide array of people from different religious and 
spiritual locations but is no less interwoven in those lives as in Christian lives. 
McCracken explores Tillich’s influence on this notion by affirming the Tillichian 
perspective that “God is present in secular existence as much as [s]he is present in sacred 
existence.”242 Tillich’s pluralistic and immanent theology, upheld by so many young 
adults, also extended specifically to the arts. McCracken adds, “Tillich was adamant that 
God—or ‘the ultimate concern,’ as secular people might prefer—was too big to be 
revealed only on canvases of religious artists.”243 Therefore, there has been recent 
historical precedent in Protestantism of interpreting secular art as sacred experience. In 
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Chapter 3 we see real-time examples of this as college chaplains are re-envisioning their 
Protestant chapels as spaces for secular art, in the hopes that those aesthetic experiences 
become sacred moments. Emerging adults have picked up this interpretive mantel, 
largely shaped by a historically Protestant culture, and they have increased it by tenfold 
through their pluralistic, immanent theological interpretations.  
 On your next visit to an art museum you might observe how the line between the 
sacred and mundane are being blurred even in the wider cultural aesthetic world; an 
ornately carved crucifix may be hung in the same room as an impressionist landscape, 
and both are viewed in the same turn by the visiting observer. Most millennials would 
affirm that either piece of art could offer a spiritual moment to the viewer. Secular art 
museums are adding to this ‘blurring’ in the way they blend sacred/secular art pieces in 
their galleries. Additionally, even in specifically religious settings secular art is being 
embraced as a sacred experience. Douglass, citing Mark Chaves work and his book 
Congregations in America, comments further that local congregations have had the 
opportunity to explore crafting and artistic expression more and more as the line between 
high art and low art, religious and secular art has blurred.244  We can see this in the 
growth of congregational knitting groups, the incorporation of secular music in worship, 
and the increase of abstract art in sanctuary settings.  
While emerging adults are guiding this theological movement in their arts-based 
spiritual practices, many scholars agree that sacred aesthetic experiences should 
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encompass all forms of art, both sacred and secular. Professor of Visual Art at the 
College of the Holy Cross, Joanna Ziegler writes,  
The spiritual value of looking at art, however, ought not be limited to religious 
imagery...We will--and should--extend that meaning to include other art forms, 
such as music, dance, singing, and acting. When we learn to open our eyes, 
minds, and hearts to the life of the human spirit in art--indeed, when that is our 
fundamental reason for viewing art--the categories and terminology that 
specialists use to distinguish one art form from another...quickly become 
immaterial.245  
 
Sacred aesthetic experience is less about what you are looking at and more about how 
you are looking. It is cultivating presence through curiosity; it is expecting to find the 
Sacred when you look for it, whether that be in a stained glass window or a modern pop 
song. The building stones are intentionality and reflection. This theology is deeply rooted 
in the immanence of God and the hope of having an intimate relationship with the Sacred. 
Mary Oliver, the elusive and prolific Pulitzer prize winning nature poet, in her 
most recent interview with Maria Shriver commented on religion for the first time 
publicly and she elucidated these notions of secular-sacred entanglement in her work as 
an artist. While many of her poems include Jesus, God, and the sacraments, Oliver has 
never claimed one religion or has been known to attend a church. When asked about the 
spiritual, Mary Oliver states that to understand the world one must also be a part of the 
spiritual.246 When Shriver asked Oliver about whether that also includes organized 
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religion, she responded, 
… I do think ceremony is beautiful and powerful. But I've also met some people 
in organized religion who aren't so hot. I've written before that God has "so many 
names." To me, it's all right if you look at a tree, as the Hindus do, and say the 
tree has a spirit. It's a mystery, and mysteries don't compromise themselves—
we're never gonna know. I think about the spiritual a great deal. I like to think of 
myself as a praise poet.247 
 
Oliver locates herself theologically where many young adults also reside. Millennial 
emerging adults accept that there are undefinable mysteries when having transcendent 
moments, consider the spiritual, they experience secular art, and claim the sacred in both. 
If given the chance to reflect, they may one day call themselves praise-hip hop dancers, 
praise-painters, or praise-actors in the way Oliver claims the title praise-poet.  
Emerging adults are offering college chaplains important theological insights 
about their understandings of the relationship between the secular and the sacred and thus 
suggesting chaplains reclaim the arts-both secular and sacred- on their campuses within 
this renewed theological framework. This theological understanding, if affirmed by the 
college chaplain, can open up a world of opportunity on their college campuses. On most 
college campuses artistic performances are happening weekly-acapella concerts, senior 
visual art shows, dance concerts, underground rock band performances, slam poetry 
nights, and orchestra performances-just to name a few. The college chaplain can 
enlighten students on the aesthetic theology of interpreting art spiritually, whether it is 
secular or sacred, and encourage their students to be spiritually transformed by it. The 
beauty here is that the chaplain can lead students into spiritually transformative spaces 
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without planning and programming a separate event, but by wisely embracing the 
theological framing that millennial young adults are already adapting chaplains can 
engage the artistic resources already available in a meaningful and innovative way.  
Once again, for the college and university chaplain setting the intention and 
guiding students through moments of reflection are key. Particularly when the arts are 
intentionally set up as spiritual practice, included in worship, or engaged as a spiritual 
ritual, young adults become more aware of their relationship to the Divine through art. 
Douglass’ research found that upon significant reflection, “young adults sensed God’s 
presence in both sacred and secular music, sculpture, paintings, and dance. In this way 
the arts were a medium through which God spoke or through which they were transported 
into God’s presence.”248 Millennials are already seeking out the arts from both religious 
and secular sources for spiritual transformation. Emerging adults readily affirm God’s 
immanence and that the secular can be experienced as sacred. The college chaplain can 
embody this theological stance by empowering intentional, reflective, sacred aesthetic 
experiences on their campuses. 
4c. Experience > Words 
 
College students are seeking sacred connection and knowledge through spiritual 
experiences. Many chaplains are attempting to embody a college chaplaincy that meets 
the needs of all: the deeply religious, openly pluralistic, non-theistic, and spiritually 
seeking students. It seems that in many ways, the experiential nature of the arts has 
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already been rising to this occasion for millennial college students, and likewise arts 
experiences have been engaged widely by some astute college chaplains. Douglass 
reports from her survey data, “it is clear that the arts play a significant role in the lives of 
young adults as is evident in their overwhelmingly high response when asked directly, 
“How important are the arts (painting, sculpture, music of all kinds, dance, theatre, and 
creative literature) in your life?” – nine out of ten men (89.9 percent) and women (91.4 
percent) said that the arts are (extremely, very or fairly) important.”249 Through this 
research data, emerging adults are revealing something important about the nature of 
their modern spirituality and its connectedness to creativity. They consistently desire 
experiential sacred knowledge through art-making and aesthetic experiences. As 
Douglass notes, emerging adults find these experiences important, transformative, and 
valuable.  
It is apparent that emerging adults, and particularly emerging adults who have 
access to higher education, “point to art and music as sources of inspiration. When creeds 
and doctrines fail them, they turn to the more intuitive lessons from the arts.”250 The arts 
are tactile and allow for college students to delve into meaningful conversations with 
their whole bodies, utilizing multiple intelligences and experiences to express their many 
identities and connect with the Sacred. This signals another important theological 
modality shift. Millennial spirituality points to a desire for a different type of sacred 
knowing; a knowing that values embodied experience over word-based learning. Betsey 
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Beckman and Christine Valters Paintner write, “Artistic knowing is different from 
intellectual knowing, engaging us symbolically and in embodied ways, stretching us 
beyond the limits of the rational, linear thinking upon which we tend to rely. The arts 
offer us insights into life and the movements of the Spirit within us, presenting alternative 
possibilities that are not available through cognitive ways of knowing.”251 Long has 
American culture been dominated by the prominence of word-based knowledge and 
learning, largely driven by the Protestant reformation and its subsequent iterations of 
theological verbal exhortation. The wissenschaft educational system mentioned in 
Chapter 1 has further enhanced the value of word based, lecture-style learning in 
American educational systems. However, young adults are decidedly opting for artistic 
sacred experiences, rather than book and lecture style learning about the Spirit. 
Theologically, emerging adults more widely affirm sacred interactions that are 
experiential rather than seek them in doctrinal learning. 
Experiential learning, for many emerging adults, is more trustworthy than word-
based learning. This theological approach even pertains to how millennials want to view 
art. Brett McCracken found in his research that most emerging adults reject the notion of 
didactic art, or art specifically created to teach a particular lesson. He writes that young 
adults affirm that, “art is not art if it chiefly means to teach us a lesson. This is not to say 
that art cannot tell a story or be representational, just that its worth need not be derived 
from one’s ability to locate any take-home value.”252 Early religious art was distinctly 
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educational and thus, this is an important shift to note. This is due in part to the emerging 
adult’s knee-jerk reaction to institutions, there is wariness when they are told what to 
think in order to fit into a larger system of belief. Art is not merely a tool, it is a conduit. 
Young adults hold a theological and philosophical understanding that art should be 
experienced, embodied, and open to interpretation. “Make art that is superfluous or 
without utility, they say. Make art that is opulent, expensive, and beautiful for its own 
sake.”253 For millennials, both the act of creating and the experience of art should be an 
act of embodiment. Should a college chaplain show emerging adults a piece of art with a 
specific object-lesson in mind, the results may be unsuccessful.  
In this way, many young adults view spiritual experiences of the arts as a 
philosophical experience. When art is open to interpretation and experienced in a non-
didactic way it opens the viewer up to the complexities of truth and mystery. McCracken 
writes that as we also endeavor to make art, work on art, art should also ‘work on us’ in 
this platonic way.254 He shares, “Art is not easy, simplistic, formulaic, or black-and-
white. It’s messy and challenging, and not always easy to swallow…Art is about truth, 
they say, and truth is often a messy proposition. Sometimes art is the best way to convey 
such a huge, unmanageable, and mysterious thing as truth.”255 Knowing of the emerging 
adult’s experiential leaning with art-making and aesthetic experience offers us 
understanding into how the rejection of institution and doctrine is being lived out 
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theologically for this generation. Largely, they trust in experience more than instructional 
words just as they trust individual knowledge and engagement more than institutional 
authorities.  
Through the arts emerging adults are able to experientially explore their own 
parameters, investigate different spiritual practices, and discover their own interpretative 
theological lenses. Douglass writes of her findings, “The arts foster shared vulnerability 
and increased self-awareness regarding interpretive choices and one’s own hermeneutical 
lenses. Additionally, the arts are valuable because they naturally embrace mystery and 
nuance, both of which are dimensions of a life of faith.”256 Douglass found that when 
emerging adults interpret a piece of art through aesthetic experience or choose what to 
include in a painting or piece of prose, self-discovery and learning is nearly inevitable. 
Christine Valters Paintner suggests that within the framework of Howard Gardner’s 
multiple intelligences theory, the arts offer a different modality for self-learning and self-
expression. “We have multiple ways of knowing within our very being which include the 
intuitive, visual, poetic, kinesthetic, and musical,” Paintner suggests. The arts allow for 
deeper self-discovery through a different realm of intelligence which can directly lead to  
more authentic forms of expression. 257 Young adults are embracing the experiential 
aspects of the arts as a forum for legitimate intelligence, self-awareness, and growth.  
This preference for experience also allows for the robust pluralism that is found in 
today’s emerging adults. It is no coincidence that there has been an increase in pluralistic 
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viewpoints for emerging adults at the same time as an increased interest of the arts. 
Wuthnow writes of the intrinsic nature of pluralism and the arts,  "In other words, artistic 
interests appear to be compatible with cultural pluralism, partly because artistic interests 
go along with an emphasis on personal experience (one way of adapting to pluralism), 
and partly because artistic interests do not seem to be incompatible with holding to more 
traditional religious beliefs.”258  Young adults currently enrolled in higher education 
institutions are both more likely to be pluralistic and more likely to be interested in the 
arts, and thus predisposed to interpreting their experiences of the arts with a spiritual lens. 
The arts allow for them space for individual exploration and pluralistic openness. In 
short, the pluralistic, tinkering, emerging adults that fill American college campuses are 
trusting spiritual knowledge that is felt and embodied because it allows them to be both a 
unique individual and also a part of a pluralistic whole.  
More than simply being a means to be in community with other diverse people, 
the arts also allow for emerging adults to be in an experiential communion with God. 
Beckman and Paintner assert that the arts are so inherently experiential that they often 
feel like a form of prayer. 259 They observe that in these experiential spaces of holy 
mystery and attention, we come to know our own hearts better and find the presence of 
God in our very midst.260 Through an experiential learning style, the arts allow for the 
immanent, pluralistic, open theology that many young adults identify with in our present 
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context. While often distrusting institutions and organized religions, emerging adults 
embrace the arts as spiritual knowledge and trust in that sacred experience much like 
prayer.  
This theological shift from word-based knowledge to experiential learning is 
significant and challenging for the college chaplain, who is still largely surrounded by a 
word-heavy academic institution. One of the questions I get most often from my 
colleagues on campus is, “So, what exactly is it that you do…?” Without a sermon to 
write for a regular Christian worship on Sunday or a Biblical text study to prepare for, the 
identity of a chaplain has become somewhat mystical to those in higher education who 
have become so accustom to those word-based expectations of this vocational field. 
Often I find myself framing my work to colleagues as creating ‘heart-space’ instead of 
distinctly ‘head-space’ for students to reflect, express, and connect with the Sacred 
through the arts. By guiding students into experiential spaces through aesthetic 
experiences and art-making I can accompany them in discerning their own theological 
viewpoints, beliefs, and connections with God. College and university chaplains who are 
attempting to engage the spiritual needs of all are finding a theologically meaningful 
companion in the experiential nature of the arts as spiritual practice.  
Conclusion 
 
 
 Aesthetic experiences and art-making are alive and well in the spiritual practices 
of millennial emerging adults. Understanding the theological depth these practices reveal 
can help chaplains facilitate a deeper connection to the Divine and to the increasingly 
diverse surrounding community. To view the spiritual practice of the arts in a singularly 
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prescriptive light is to limit their potential for transcendence and connection to the 
Sacred. Creating art is not solely about making emerging adults feel better about 
themselves, or do better in class; but it has the potential to remind college students of 
what they hold as Sacred outside of themselves.  In my work with college students, I 
rarely use the word ‘God’ these days. I find that this particular term brings to mind more 
problematic baggage for students than a notion of a compassionate relatable Creator. 
When I asked students if they believe in God, there is typically a tremendous amount of 
hesitation and then a longer conversation about what they do not believe.  However, 
when I ask if they have experienced moments that connect with them with something 
beyond themselves, moments of wonder and presence, almost unanimously they say yes, 
they have experienced that. Language can be confining. Theological language has 
particular limitations and restrictions. The word I employ the most now is 
‘transcendence’. This signals sacred experiences that extend beyond the self and does not 
have the Christian-specific linguistic trappings that the term ‘God’ can have. I have found 
the arts to be particularly conducive to this word and through the rhetoric of 
transcendence and the experience of the arts emerging adults can increase their 
understanding of who and what the Sacred is.  
The potential for the arts to become a conduit for individual moments of 
transcendence is deeply connected to the understanding of creative spirituality as an 
avenue for pluralism. The solely Protestant campus model that held court for the last 
century represents many of the theological stances emerging adults are rebuffing: word-
based theological understanding, definitive edges to what is sacred practice, and 
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production oriented spiritual practices. Through embracing the arts, and thus the 
theological underpinnings of process-orientation, secular/sacred interpretation, and 
experiential spirituality, emerging adults are also embracing a highly pluralistic 
standpoint on spirituality and religious expression. Art-making and aesthetic experience 
are ripe for the picking when it comes to creating meaningful interreligious encounters. 
This highly relates to the current demographic of college chaplaincy. As college and 
university campuses have become more diverse and the nature of college chaplaincy 
work has shifted towards an interfaith model, arts and spirituality can directly feed into 
this work theologically and practically. The arts naturally allow for pluralistic viewpoints 
to be experienced and shared within a common experience; this is both a helpful 
methodology for college chaplains and also an important theological belief that 
millennials are invoking in their embrace of the arts.  
In looking at the spiritual inclinations of emerging adults, including their spiritual 
tinkering, pluralistic viewpoints, immanent theology, devout explorations, and curiosity, 
we can conclude that they build their spiritual formation upon the three theological 
contours explored above. Process has become increasingly important to their spiritual 
exploration rather than identifying and striving for a perfect product. Through an 
increasingly immanent theology, lines of sacred and secular have been blurred and thus 
empower a variety of art forms to become transformative spiritual experiences. And 
lastly, emerging adults trust in experiential spiritual knowledge rather than word-based 
doctrinal knowledge. These theological understandings help to identify the profound 
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theological undertow that guides young adults towards the arts as spiritual expression and 
sacred experience.  
While exploring these three theological contours of spiritual art-making and 
aesthetic experience can help chaplains to grow in their embrace and understanding of 
how this research can help the field, I would suggest it is changing the field itself. 
Pluralism, process-oriented spirituality, immanent theology, and continual spiritual 
exploration are the currents that lie beneath the changing theological ocean of college 
chaplaincy. In many ways, through practicing the arts spiritually millennials are 
decentralizing power with these theological girders. No longer do they believe in a 
definitive outcome for their faith life, or trust in institutional word-based authority for 
theological learning, or define themselves with boundaries that determine what can and 
cannot be Sacred. The Protestant model is no longer fitting and in many ways directly 
contrasts the values upheld by the current generation of Emerging Adults. The practices 
highlighted in Chapter 3 shed light on how many college chaplains are adapting; letting 
go of a Protestant Ecumenical model and adopting a multifaith arts-focused model. But it 
isn’t just chaplains who should challenge themselves to adapt to the needs of their current 
students, the collective vocational field must also shift towards the arts and continue to 
mine the creative spirituality movement for theological contours if there is to be 
theological depth and meaning within this creative spiritual framework.  
Emerging adults are creating spiritual bricolages that center on embodied spiritual 
experience, interpretive pluralistic understandings, and relational theology. The arts are 
not simply resuscitating the struggling vocational field of college chaplaincy, but they are 
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resurrecting deeply ingrained theological beliefs held by millennials. Knowing these 
three theological contours can help chaplains deepen these spiritual practices and create 
real transformation in their work. Furthermore, many of these spiritual arts practices have 
ancient roots and signal a reincarnation of theological meaning and depth for the college 
chaplain. To meet these theological understandings and spiritual needs, chaplains are 
adopting models of spiritual accompaniment and creating process-oriented artistic 
activities and intentional creative moments for individual reflection and communal 
connection. This is a different portrait of college and university chaplaincy than has been 
seen before. The brushstrokes have been layering on the canvas for years, and we are 
only now starting to develop a picture of what the future of college chaplaincy could look 
like if it embraces and engages the spiritual and theological potential of art-making and 
aesthetic experiences. Understanding the spiritual lives of emerging adults, exploring 
how the arts are meeting their desire for centering, connection, and transcendence, 
analyzing how this is being lived out in the field of college chaplaincy, and exploring the 
theological undertow that is guiding this movement leads us to hold a renewed sense of 
the pivotal and transformative potential in the work of the college chaplain.  
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Chapter 5   
 
Character Study: Personal Theological Reflection and Conclusion 
 
While much of my research has focused on outside sources, I feel it is important 
to locate myself, personally, within this theological exploration and vocational work. I 
am ordained in the Community of Christ denomination, a progressive Protestant Christian 
peace church. This roots me to many intrinsic beliefs about art and the relationship 
between creating and God. In the Protestant tradition there have been both weddings and 
divorces in the relationship between the church and the arts. Two protestant forbearers, 
John Calvin, and Karl Barth were deeply concerned about the role of the arts in the 
church and worried that an overt embrace of the arts led to “distraction, idolatry, spiritual 
immaturity, misrepresentation, and poor stewardship of money.”261 These are valid 
concerns particularly for their contexts in history, and I hold them as a small but 
important grain of salt even as I fiercely advocate for the arts to be embraced as spiritual 
practice.  
While my Protestant history encourages me to keep a weather eye on any harmful 
implementations of artistic manipulation in spiritual practice, it also roots me and 
encourages me in advocating for this movement in college and university chaplaincy. 
Calvin and Barth also had a more nuanced appreciation of the arts and “identified great 
potential for the arts including their ability to aid individuals in understanding divine 
things on a deeper level, to make learning more interesting and accessible, and to draw 
                                                      
261 Douglass, “The Transformative Role of the Arts in the Faith Lives of Young Adults,” 114.  
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attention to God’s beautiful and creative work within the world.”262  Martin Luther was a 
champion of painter Lucas Cranach’s and commissioned new art for reformation 
education, and Karl Barth was notorious for his love of Mozart.263 Douglass writes of a 
foundational Protestant theology that connects creating to the Creator, “Calvin credited 
God as the creative source behind the arts by giving creation the ability to create.”264 
While Protestant theology has its moments of caution and iconoclasm it also has many 
moments of praise, gratitude, and theological appreciation of the arts. As stated 
previously, this has impacted many of our American college campuses that were founded 
by Protestant denominations. This has also been formative for me both in my 
denominational affiliation and in my seminary training at a Protestant institution.  
In the larger Christian context, biblically there is ample evidence of the arts being 
used as spiritual practice. There are songs sung by Miriam, Hannah, Deborah, and Mary 
the mother of Jesus; indeed, the arts often gave biblical women added voice and power.  
Poems are a pervasive motif in the Hebrew scriptures and the New Testament and 
express both great joy and deepest despair.  Narrative accounts of joyous dancing and 
playing instruments are also used as a means to express connection to the Sacred, and 
music was employed to build religious community in times of trial. There are two distinct 
creation stories in Genesis; one in which God creates through spoken word and another in 
                                                      
262 Douglass, “The Transformative Role of the Arts in the Faith Lives of Young Adults,” 114.  
263 McCracken, Hipster Christianity, 169-70. 
264 Douglass, “The Transformative Role of the Arts in the Faith Lives of Young Adults,” 117. 
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which God sculpts.265 The Hebrew and Greek words for ‘making’ or ‘creating’ are 
written over 1,000 times in the Christian Biblical narrative.266 The Christian scriptures are 
filled with moments of performance art, aesthetic experience, creative acts, and moments 
of wonder at artistic beauty.  
But perhaps what roots me most in my advocacy for arts-incorporated-spirituality 
personally and theologically in my Christian heritage is that I believe Jesus was an artist. 
In the Infant Gospel of Thomas and also in the Quran, Jesus’ first miracle is creating; 
sculpting life out of the mud just as God does in Genesis 2:4-24. In these narratives, 
adolescent Jesus molds birds out of clay and then with a breath brings them to life and 
makes them soar into the sky.267  In canonical scriptural texts, Jesus often chose to teach 
essential lessons through the art of storytelling through parables even though these artistic 
narratives often confusing his disciples and followers.268 Instead of using solely word-
based knowledge to offer ultimatums or clear advice, Jesus used the experiential arts in 
storytelling to offer insight into the Sacred. His parables allowed for many different 
interpretations and perspectives to be present and to engage in community conversation 
in this co-creational way. In his style of teaching and leading, Jesus was a narrative artist 
and creative mentor who transformed those who followed him within this sacred aesthetic 
framework.  
                                                      
265 Genesis 1:1-2:3 and Genesis 2:4-2:24, NRSV. 
266 “Various Creation Words,” Scripture On Creation Website, accessed February 6, 2017, 
http://www.scriptureoncreation.org/#/bible-question-answer/various-creation-words. 
267 Infancy Gospel of Thomas 2:1-3, Quran 3:49 and 5:110. 
268 McCracken, Hipster Christianity, 164.  
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I now work in a multifaith context and I find that embracing the arts spiritually 
enables both my Christian roots and my pluralistic worldview to thrive while working 
with emerging adults from diverse religious and spiritual backgrounds. As was explored 
in chapter 4, the connection between the arts and spirituality has given shape and form to 
the way pluralism is being lived out in the lives of today’s emerging adults. Art-making 
and aesthetic experiences have proven to be particularly ripe for the diverse college 
context and to allow for many different expressions of faith, transcendence, or spirituality 
to be shared in the same moment or activity.  
As I have seen the arts transform my ability to guide students through spiritual 
formation in my context, the highlighted research in chapter 3 has shown that it is 
transforming college chaplaincies across the country. The arts are complex; and religion 
and spirituality are complex, and thus should be used in tandem with thoughtfulness and 
caution. The Jacobsens comment,  
Religion is difficult because it is important. When the subject is handled well, 
discussed intelligently, and reflected upon seriously, religion (broadly construed) 
has the potential to enhance higher learning and open up a range of questions 
about the world and the human condition that otherwise might never be asked.269  
 
Both religion and the arts are difficult because they are important. I believe that they 
both, particularly when used hand in hand, contribute positively to the spiritual growth of 
college students, to the quality of the campus culture, and to the overarching future of 
higher education in the United States. Art-making and aesthetic experiences are 
transformational resources for ‘handling religion well’ on college campuses. College 
                                                      
269 Jacobsen and Jacobsen, No Longer Invisible, 154.  
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chaplains are beginning to engage in this difficult work with candor and compassion; and, 
as we have seen through the numerous examples in chapter 3, many college chaplains 
have already met the challenges of the current college spiritual landscape by embracing 
art-making and aesthetic experiences with great thoughtfulness and creativity.  
 Though my research scope was limited to a few selective examples of how 
current college and university chaplains are embracing the arts to engage students in 
meaningful spiritual and religious life on campus, I would contend that should I cast my 
research net wider I would find a similar trend in the diverse campuses across the 
country. A larger study through the Spirituality in Higher Education Initiative [SHEI] at 
UCLA attests to the re-enlivening of spiritual practice on a meta-scale. The study 
culminated in a book titled Cultivating the Spirit: How College Can Enhance Students’ 
Inner Lives which analyzes data from 115,000 college students surveyed in 2003-4, 
followed by a subsample survey of 15,000 students in 2007 as they were near college 
graduation.270 The purpose of the study was to determine whether spiritual, 
contemplative, and religious experiences added to the student’s success and wellbeing 
during college.271 The researchers cited that many institutions intentionally increased 
global citizenship through study abroad, diversity through intercultural education and 
diverse campus communities, and citizenship through community engagement programs-
each of these things in turn, the researchers concluded, have significantly contributed to 
                                                      
270 Alexander W. Astin, Helen S. Astin, and Jennifer L. Lindholm, Cultivating the Spirit: How College 
Can Enhance Student’s Inner Lives (Indianapolis, IN: Jossey-Bass Publishing Co, 2010), 9. 
271 Astin, Astin, and Lindholm, Cultivating the Spirit, 6-10. 
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student’s interest in spiritual development.272 The most successful pedagogy that they 
discovered were programs that included meditation, self-reflection, Sacred connection, 
expression, and contemplative practice; these are the same outcomes I found when 
researching the spiritual practices that involved sacred aesthetic experience and art-
making.273 The SHEI reveals that on a larger scale, college students are transformed by 
the sort of transcendent moments that the arts are offering them.  Be they large state 
universities or small religiously affiliated schools, my scholarly hunch, informed by this 
wider research, is that many of their chaplains are spiritually engaging both aesthetic 
experience and art-making within their campuses just as our sample campuses reveal.  
This research on millennial spirituality and the arts is applicable to a wider 
context in the world outside the college campus. Beyond solely the sphere of college 
students, the arts are trending in congregations, temples and synagogues across America. 
This relationship, highlighted by millennials, is being embraced in a wider context.  
Wuthnow reports, "My interviews with rank-and-file Americans suggest that many have 
been prompted to think about spirituality by participating in the arts or by being exposed 
to the arts as consumers."274  In these interviews, Wuthnow discovered that 56% of 
people from a wide range of age groups agreed with the statement “Art can help people 
deepen their spirituality” and 73% agreed with “Art or music can be a way to 
communicate one’s spirituality”, and a whopping 78% claimed “art, music, and literature 
                                                      
272 Astin, Astin, and Lindholm, Cultivating the Spirit, 157. 
273 Astin, Astin, and Lindholm, Cultivating the Spirit, 157. 
274 Wuthnow, All in Sync, 18. 
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help us to experience the deeper meaning and purpose of life.”275  The arts have been 
engaging American Christianity, and more recently American pluralism, with amplified 
frequency and intensity in recent years. Emerging adults have felt this momentum in a 
particularly impactful way but this knowledge could be embraced by local congregations 
to deepen theological understanding and connection between religion and the arts as well.  
 The college chaplain knows that the work of chaplaincy is the work of meaning-
making. In attending aesthetic experiences like poetry slams, organ recitals, and acapella 
performances and through art-making moments like coloring, crafting, writing, and 
dancing-the arts enliven the spirit to reflect on meaning and purpose; to build community; 
and to palpably interact with the Holy(s). The chaplain is a campus theologian living into 
this meaningful work of exploring the arts as sacred experience theologically. Research 
has shown us that the work of the chaplain is needed in new and creative ways as more 
students are charting their own spiritual courses through the arts while simultaneously 
seeking spiritual formation within their college experience. By understanding the spiritual 
lives of millennial emerging adults, particularly how they are embracing the arts for 
spiritual formation, and by analyzing trends in the field of chaplaincy and the theological 
contours that guide this movement, college and university chaplains can reincarnate the 
field into something beautiful and transformative. 
I was never supposed to become a college chaplain. But I fell into this work like 
people fall in love, accidentally and ferociously. I have savored the sacred experience of 
                                                      
275 Wuthnow, All in Sync, 69.  
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journeying with incredibly brilliant and diverse students, which has guided and inspired 
my search for a theologically meaningful modality that empowers spiritual, religious, and 
secular expression and fosters connection and sacred awareness. I have found a fruitful 
and rewarding companion in the arts. The word ‘companion’ comes from the Latin word 
a-compana, with bread, and it is by embracing aesthetic experiences and art-making as 
spiritual practice that I feel I can offer spiritual nourishment to the diverse and hungry 
multitudes on campus. Rooted in deep theological heritage, creative spiritual practices 
offer expression and sacred connection for emerging adults from different spiritual and 
religious locations with authenticity and depth. Whether you are a fellow college chaplain 
or a congregational minister, or a singular soul seeking a moment of transcendence, my 
prayer (my song, my dance, my poem) is that you have found in these pages the 
affirmation and inspiration to lean into your artistic inclinations in order to let the spirit 
move through you anew in vibrant and creative ways. 
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